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ABSTRACT

What can be done with 500 tonnes of organic waste generated annually at

The Forks Market? Waste management is an integral part of any

development. Organic waste is a product at The Forks that is currently
discarded. This material can and should be reused on-site. New technologies
and methods must be incorporated into future planning and development at

The Forks and the principles of industrial ecology fully incorporated.

This study has two objectives. The first is to identify alternative composting
technologies that could be used for organic waste management at The Forks
as an integral part of a Market garden project, as put forward in The Forks
North Portage Partnership's Business Plan (October 1996). The second is to
present an organic waste management plan and implementation strategy
suitable for incorporation into current waste management systems at The
Forks.

Results of this study identify that seventy percent of the waste stream is
compostable. In 1995/96, disposal of this materials in city owned land fill
sites cost the Paftnership in excess of $50,000 in collection and disposal fees.

Study results also indicate that an in-vessel composting system best fit needs

at The Forks. Finally, the results suggest that comprehensive souÍce

separation programs are key to the success of on-site composting.

It is recommended that the Partnership take the following actions:
i. adopt a source separation program and appoint a coordinator

to monitor and maintain it;
ii introduce an in-vessel composting system and purchase the

fully enclosed flow-through equipment required;
iii incorporate the concepts of industrial ecology and ecological

design into tlre Planning and Deve lopntcnt Guidelincs;
iv set aside sufficient funds for capital costs and fuither research

to build upon the available base of knowledge and track
operational costs;

v capitalize on current economic, environmental and

educational incentives.
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Chapter One

INTRODUCTION

1.0 Background and Context

The Forks is a 56 acre site in the heart of downtown Winnipeg, located at the

junction of the Red and Assiniboine Rivers. The site is bounded by the Assiniboine River

and Red Rivers on the south, the Red River on the east, and the CN High Line (main line)

and some City owned properties on the west and north.

The Forks Renewal Corporation was established in 1987 by the Municipal,

Provincial and Federal governments to own and redevelop the land at the junction of the

Red and Assiniboine Rivers and the adjacent East Yards on their behalf. Through public

consultation the Board of The Forks Renewal Corporation concluded that the site should

be redeveloped as a special and distinct public gathering place that adds to the quality of

life in the region. The terms of this renewal and the unique tripartite agreement were put

forward in the Phase I Concept and Financial Plan,
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The current waste management system at The Forks resembles what Hardin Tibbs

refers to as the "industrial system", which he states is

"...less a system than a collection of linear flows - drawing materials and

fossil energy from nature, processing them for economic value, and dumping

the residue back into nature."

Material, such as fresh produce, brought to The Forks is processed and sold. Anything left

over is discarded as waste and sent to landfill. Tibbs points out that in the natural

environment there is no such thing as waste. Rather, it is a cyclic system "endlessly

circulating and transforming materials, and managing to run almost entirely on ambient

solar energy."l

1.1 Purpose and Objectives

According to a waste audit conducted in Fall 1995, approximately 800 tonnes of

waste material is generated at The Forks each year, most by the shops and services

located within The Forks Market. Current waste management practices include modest

efforts to recycle cardboard, aluminum and glass. These comprise 30o/o to 45Yo of the total

waste stream

The majority of discarded material is sent to municipal landfills at a cost of

$50,000. However, approximately 60o/o of this waste, or 500 tonnes, is organic in

composition and therefore, appropriate for composting

Tibbs, I.1., "lndustrial Ecology: An Environrnental .A.genda Iìor Iudustry", in Whole Eartli Revierv, Wintct 1992.
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Chapter 2 discusses in greater detail the character of the waste stream of The

Forks Market.

products

The purpose of this practicum is twofold:

. identify appropriate environmental technologies for composting the 500

tonnes of organic material currently being sent to landfill; and

. develop implementation strategies for composting alternatives to divert

organic material generated at The Forks from going to landfìll and instead,

reusing it on site.

The end result of the purpose of this practicum will result in the following

identified alternative composting technologies that can be used for organic

waste management at The Forks, tying in with the Market Garden

concept, identified in the Business Plqn as one of the projects to lead to

self sufficiency; and

a plan and implementation strategy to introduced one or a combination of

organic waste disposal alternatives into the current waste management

system at The Forks.

a

Further, it will demonstrate that alternative composting technologies and

implementation strategies will create a more closed system of consumption and waste
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generation, reusing the organic component of the waste stream on site. This should

achieve the following four key results at The Forks:

. assist in the reclamation of highly disturbed and unproductive soil into

land suitable for use as Market Garden;

. reuse the organic portion of the waste stream, thereby reducing the amount

of nutrients artificially introduced thus creating a valuable asset out of this

material rather than an expense;

. create the vestiges ofa cyclical ecological system that can be used as a

redevelopment model; and

. reduce costs currently associated with waste disposal.

1.2 Rationale and Project Scope

'What can be done with the 500 tonnes of organic waste generated The Forks

Market each year? A waste audit of The Forks, conducted by the author and four graduate

students of the department of City Planning at the University of Manitoba between

October 1995 and March 1996, concluded that the waste stream of The Forks Market was

composed of approximately 600/o organic material, 30%o cardboard,5o/o aluminum and

glass, and 5o/o other materials.

It was also determined that focusing on the organic component of the solid waste

stream offered an opportunity to reduce waste management costs. Through identihcation
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of alternatives and implementation of strategies to demonstrate urban organic waste

management that better utilizes this organic resource, a more self-sufficient organic waste

management system can be implemented, turning organic refuse from an expense into a

cost neutral resource and possibly a revenue generator.

As outlined in the Business Plan "The Forks North Portage Partnership is

committed to strengthening private and public alliances in the implementation of

innovative programs and projects that will benefit the entire downtown." The vision of

the Partnership is to establish both The Forks and The North Portage Neighbourhood as

unique and financially sustainable meeting places through pursuing the following key

themes for development:

. maintaining a balance and blending of mixed uses

. continuing a commitment to design excellence in renewal efforts

. preserving the historical significance of site resources

. preserving and promoting an awareness of the natural environment, and

. making connections within the downtown, both physically and through

partnerships.

The Forks offers an opportunity to publicly demonstrate ways in which

sustainable principles can be economically incorporated into the planning and design of

the built environment. One of the Partnership's areas of interest and activity proposed for

future development is to undeftake a demonstration environmental project with a
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proponent to develop/manage a Market Garden using the site's natural resources and

organic products to grow vegetables for sale at The Forks Market.2 The Market Garden

concept is based on the idea of using sustainable design principles and eco-technologies

for composting and reusing organic waste produced on site to recondition the soil for

production of commercial produce.

The goal of this practicum is to design a program to compost organics generated

at The Forks, diverting this valuable organic material from landfill and reusing it on site a

Market Garden. This should reduce the cost of handling this organic material, saving the

Partnership money now spent on solid waste disposal, and hrmly establish the

Parlnership's commitment to an environmental project.

1.3 Methodology

The research methods used during this study included a literature review,

structured intewiews and personal communications, and an assessment of options.

1.3.1 Literature Review

A literature review is necessary to provide background information on

alternative urban waste management strategies currently being used ina

Norlh America;

2 fne Forks North Portase Partnership, 1996. Business Plctn.
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a the nature of compost demonstration projects across the country;

composting gardens, and

the latest improvements being made in this field

Technician, both with Corcan Agribusiness, were contacted for their

a

This study attempts to use Canadian based examples and sources of information

to reflect the Canadian climate and industry features

1.3.2 Personal Interviews

Discussion with people across the country who work within the field provide

excellent sources of information regarding composting in our climate. Equally important

are interviews with the Partnership's employee's and tenants who will be most affected

by the implementation of a composting program. Their comments and concerns regarding

such an initiative should be considered prior to implementation.

The Forks Market has thirteen fast food kiosks and 3 full service restaurants

Review of information related to establishing composting projects with restaurants is

essential for developing on site composting at The Forks. The Canadian Restaurant and

Food Services Association was contacted for this information.

In addition, these key informants were contacted for their expertise

Randy Grooms, Operations Manager and Larry'Werner, Cornposting

o

o

experience in operating composting facilities in Alberta and Ontario
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o

a

a

Lydia Giles of Vermicomposting Products & Etc. was contacted for her

experience with worms and the composting process

Ram Kamath, Operations Manager with the Brock Psychiatric Hospital,

was contacted because the hospital uses the vermicomposting process to

manage their waste.

Edward Boyd of Wright Environmental was contacted for his knowledge

of in-vessel composting systems, as well as his experience in

implementing an in-vessel system at the Ontario Science Centre.

1.3.3 Assessment of Composting Options

The information and expertise obtained from the above has ensured a better

understanding of urban organic waste management strategies. This also revealed

composting alternatives available to The Forks North Portage Partnership and highlighted

problems frequently experienced by demonstration projects. This allowed for the proper

identification of technical, economic. environmental, educational, regulatory and

administrative criteria to be used in the assessment of program options.

Assessment of options is based on four criteria adapted from Tchobanoglous et

al3: technical, economic, environmental and educational.

. Technical criteria examines if the system can be used year round, how

odours and pests are managed, the assurance of pathogen kill, the

TchobanogloLrs, G. . l'hiesen, Iì., and Vigil, S., 1993. Inlesrated Solid Wasle Manasentent. McGtalv-Hill Inc.
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requirement for leachate management, effects of dust, noise and litter, and

the range of materials a system can handle

Economic criteria scrutinizes capital and operating costs, and thea

a

a

processing time associated with each composting method

Environmental criteria probes end product quality, energy and resources

required for manufacturing, and the energy and resources required for the

continual operation of the system

Educational criteria explores the quality of the learning experience and the

accessibility of the composting option in relation to areas of settlement

Assessment of the composting options available to The Forks is discussed

in chapter three

1.4 The Study Subject - The Forks

The current built form of The Forks results from the Phase I Concept and

Financial Plan set forth by The Forks Renewal Corporation in 1987. Today, plans for

Phase II development are underway, guided by The Forks North Portage Partnership. This

continuing renewal will move the site forward into the next century

In 1987 The Forks Renewal Corporation was established by an unique agreement

among the three levels of government representing Canada, Manitoba and Winnipeg

The Corporation's mandate, set out in the Phase I Concept and Financial Plan, was to
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own and redevelop The Forks as a "meeting place": a special and distinct, all-season

gathering and recreation place, and a special addition to the quality of life in the region."4

Between 1987 and 1994, renewal supported through public and private

partnerships transformed a significant portion of the former rail yard into a popular,

public mixed use development (Figure 1). These renewal efforts encouraged broad public

discovery of this historic location in Winnipeg's downtown and provided new public

attractions and amenities:

. The Forks Market, two former stable buildings, now with more than 60

retail, fresh and specialty food shops, restaurants and businesses;

. The Market Plaza, a paved, open gathering place adjacent to the river,

popular for casual performance and public use as well as special events.

ThePlaza features several restaurant patios, a canopy and fountains in the

summer and an (outdoor) artificial ice, skating rink in the winter and

shoulder seasons;

. The Forks Historic Port, a grass terraced amphitheatre on the river with

free docking;

. The Assiniboine Riverwalk, a riverside pathway available in all seasons

but during spring flooding. In winter this is augmented by

4 The l.-orks lìenerval Corpnrrtion. 1993.The þ'orks Herilape Inlernrelive Plan FRC, p. I
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the RiverTrail, skating and walking trails on the river surface. The

Riverwalk is part of a system maintained by the City of Winnipeg, Parks

Canada and the Partnership;

. Johnston Terminal, a reclaimed four storey warehouse now housing retail

shops, cafes and offices;

. The Pavilion on The Market Plaza, the first new structure on the site, with

public washrooms and skate changing amenities;

. Manitoba Children's Museum, one of only a handful of experiential

learning institutions in North America, housed in a refurbished rail repair

facility now designated as a heritage structure;

. The Forks National Historic Site, ten acres along the Red River operated

by Parks Canada as a nationally designated historic site;

. Manitoba Travel Idea Centre, a visitor information centre showcasing

attractions throughout the province;

. Festival Park, alarge, grassed, open area suitable for large scale events and

festivals.

In 1994 The Forks Renewal Corporation was merged with its sister organization,

Nor-th Portage Development Corporation. The newly formed company, The Forks North

Portage Partnership, continued the ownership and management responsibilities for both

The Forks and the North Portage Neighbourhood (Figure2) onbehalf of its shareholders:
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Canada, Manitoba and Winnipeg. The Partnership continues to be governed by a ten

member Board of Directors with three members are appointed by each level of

government and a unanimously selected Chair.

The mission of The Forks North Portage Partnership is to encourage activities for

people in the downtown through public/private partnerships and revitalization strategies;

and to work to ensure financial self-sufficiency. Under that mandate, renewal at The

Forks has continued through the addition of the following amenities:

. The Historic Rail Bridge, a railway lift bridge joining the South Point to

the 'mainland', now refurbished for pedestrian traffic;

. Oodena - Celebration Circle, a grass lined bowl for smaller performances

and gatherings with astronomical interpretation and architectural sighting

devices for naked eye astronomy;

In addition, work has begun on the renovation of the former steam plant building.

This will provide a new home for Manitoba Television Network (MTN) Winnipeg

studios and offices, anticipated to open in fall, 1998. A capital fund raising campaign has

been launched by the Manitoba Theatre for Young People (MTYP) for the construction of

new live theatre performance studios. Construction is scheduled to begin in the summer

of I 998.

Today, The Forks is a "meeting place" once more. A place where the heritage of

the ancient and recent past is combined with the cultural diversity of the present., A place
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for celebration, for commerce, for visiting, for lingering just as it has been for so many

centuries.

The business of the Partnership is to provide as many reasons as possible for

visitors to live, work and play in the downtown. The Forks North Portage Partnership is

committed to strengthening private and public alliances in the implementation of

programs and projects that will benefit the entire downtown.

At The Forks, new development is critical to achieving self-sufficiency. The

Partnership has established the following general planning principles to guide future

development:

. highlight heritage,

. promote innovation and excellence,

. assure ease ofaccess,

. create a rich pedestrian environment, and

. ensure diversity of uses.

Proposals have been received by The Forks North Portage Partnership to build a

Marina Complex and housing units at the north end of the site, near the Provencher

Bridge. The marina complex will be complete with docks, gas, sewage pump out, and

other amenities.

Two housing proposals have also been received: one, as noted above, to build

housing units in conjunction with the Marina/Brew Pub complex; another for an Eco
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Village Complex on the strip of land north of the Provencher Bridge. Discussions are also

underway to develop a "Butterfly House" on a parcel of land adjacent to the Manitoba

Children's Museum.

Over 120 festivals and special events are held at The Forks each year. Activities

range from small community fundraising efforts to major festivals such as the Winnipeg

International Children's Festival and the Dragon Boat Races. 
'Weekend 

events regularly

draw 10,000 to 30,000 participants while major events such as'Winnipeg's Canada Day

celebrations, can attract 150,000 to 200,000 people to The Forks.

The popularity of the site as the location for seminal events in the comrnunity has

prompted its choice for nightly celebrations throughout the Pan American Games, July 24

to August 8, 1999.

A $ 1 .5 million upgrade is planned for Festival Park to prepare the site for these

nightly celebrations. The upgraded site will be designed to accommodate the 50,000

people anticipated to attend each night and will have a permanent performance stage at

the north end of the site.

The Forks, in its redevelopment process, has become a very dependant entity.

much as the larger urban form. David Morris, in Green Cities. notes that"...a city of a

hundred thousand people imports two hundred tons of food a day , a thousand tons of fuel

a day, and sixty-two thousand tons of water a day." Morris states that the same city

"dumps a hundred thousand tons of garbage ayear and forty thousand tons of human
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waste ayear."5 The Forks also imports tons of food, fuel and water each day in order to

function, and conversely creates approximately 800 tonnes of garbage each year.

The development of The Forks parallels the design of cities. Morris asserts that

we have built our cities and systems on the underlying principle of cheap energy and the

assumption of cheap disposal costs. With cheap energy and cheap disposal costs ",.,the

designers of cities could ignore the efhciencies of those systems and their waste

products."6

Morris argues that we have created systems that are fragmented, we have created

an economy in which production, use and disposal are separated. He notes that the

average food molecule travels a thousand miles to do its piece of work, and we leave

about 50 percent of the plant matter that we grow on the helds. Long distance

specialization and distribution of food is done in the name of economic efficiency.

However, the farther food is transported the more waste is generated in terms of fuel,

packaging, transportation, and spoilage.

IJrbanization, usually thought of as a demographic or economic phenomenon, also

has ecological consequences. William Rees notes that "...cities significantly alter natural

biogeochemical cycles of vital nutrients and other chemical resources."T He goes on to

5 Morris. David, "The Ecological City as a Self-Reliant City". in Green Cities; Ecologicallv Sound Approaches lo IJrban

,\þac¿. Coldon, D., ed,, 1990, Montreal: Black Rose Books Ltd. p, 22.

Pa,ge IJ

6 lbid. p. 2l

7 Rees, Williarn, 1997. Whv [Jrban Agriculture? Notes fiorn the IDRC Developrrcnt forum on Cities lreeding People.

Iìttp ://www, cityfanner,org/rees.htnll#rccs.
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say that "...removing people and livestock far from the land that supports them prevents

the economic recycling of phosphorous, nitrogen, other nutrients and organic matter back

onto farm and forest lands."8

How does this relate to The Forks? First, the produce sold in The Market probably

travels thousands of miles to get here. As noted the transportation and packaging creates

waste in and of itself. Second, produce that is not sold gets discarded into the landfill.

This act does not allow for the economic recycling of the phosphorous, nitrogen and other

nutrients found in the produce into the soil at The Forks. In the market, produce is sold to

the consumer at competitive prices. As consumers and society in general, we concern

ourselves with the price of a product. David Morris claims we need to examine cost rather

than price.

The Forks Market is profligate in its energy use, divorced from the natural cycle

of an ecosystem. The local economy has embraced separation and long distribution

systems as a means of production. The import/export paradigm permeates thinking and

planning. Not included in the price of selling produce in The Forks Market is the cost

associated with discarding off site unsold produce. The energy used to produce and

import produce (i.e nutrients) is lost when it is discarded into landfill.

Development at The Forks parallels development of the greater urban form. As

with the greater urban form, The Forks requires inputs of both renewable and non

8 Ibid
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renewable energy and resources to function while concurrently generating waste.

Redevelopment has been along the traditional lines which sees a corporate technological

approach to transform the desolated landscape into its present form, rather than an

ecological approach. The corporate technological approach is based on the consumption

of energy to function while generating waste that is not reused. The ecosystem approach

would be capable of regenerating itself and becoming ecologically self-sufficient.

Human habitat is composed of the natural environment as well as cultural, social

and political systems that function hand in hand within the naturally occurring

environment. The planning and development of The Forks is aimed at restoring a "human

habitat" that combines daily functions of the human experience: commercial, recreational,

and social functions, within a naturally occurring system however disturbed it maybe by

human industrial intervention. Redevelopment to date has focused on creating

environmental qualities that are desired by people and the emotional and mental health

derived from the recreational and aesthetic values of their environment; but has not

focused on creating a healthy overall ecosystem.

Besides the srnall portion of Tall Grass Prairie that has been re-introduced, the

daily function of the site is highly dependant on the import of energy and raw materials

and the exporl of waste off site to the city landfill. The turfed portion of The Forks is a

good example of the ecological deficiencies of the present development pattern.
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The landscape design of Festival Park emphasizes leisure and aesthetic values,

highly desirable qualities in the human habitat, but the design has ignored ecological

functions such as nutrient recycling. V/hile the grassed areas create a pleasant park like

atmosphere, they require intensive maintenance: regular mowing, aerating, fertilizing and

watering.

1.5 The Proposed Market Garden Project

In the Phase II Development Plan, the Partnership identifies a Market Garden

project as one recommended development to help achieve financial self-sufficiency. The

project is intended to embrace the ecological aspects of development. By growing

products to be sold on site and reusing wastes generated as soil conditioners a loop of

production, use and disposal is created.

The solid waste audit conducted in the fall of 1995 established that 800 tonnes of

material is sent to the landfill each year from The Forks Market. Of this, it was

determined that between600/oto70o/o of the material (between 480 and 560 tonnes) was

organic, generated mainly from the three restaurants, fast food kiosks and fresh food

vendors located in The Market. This is roughly 3800 cubic metres of reusable material

that is being discarded at a cost of approximately $50,000 each year' . Sixty per cent of the

9 Thc 1995/96 Financial Statemerìts shorv expenditures of$19.000 I'or pick-up and hauling fecs and $30,000 for tipping l-ees
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total cost associated with the removal of this material represents fees charged by the City

for disposal in the City landfill.

The Market Garden concept emerged from discussions between the Partnership,

the University of Manitoba Faculty of Architecture and environmental education

representatives of V/innipeg School Division Number One. The concept is based on

sustainable design principles and environmental technologies for composting to reuse the

500 tonnes of organic waste being generated yearly at The Forks. This material could be

used to recondition the soil in the area identified for the location of the Market Garden

(Figure 3), one of several projects recommended as a means of achieving fìnancial self-

sufficiency.

This practicum does not view waste management at The Forks as a problem;

rather, this practicum is based on opportunity. Aside fi'om the economics, there is no real

problem with putting waste into the compactor and hauling it away to the landfill. The

waste audit and the ensuing discussions about a Market Garden identifred an opportunity

for The Forks North Portage Partnership to develop a waste management strategy that

will utilize the organic component of the waste stream on site rather than discard this

material, at a significant cost, in the City owned landfill. Organic waste is a product - it

could be considered a commodity - of The Forks that is currently thrown away. Proper

management of organic matter must play an important role if significant gains are to be
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made in dealing with waste, "Composting is seen to be one of the keys in making

benehcial use of this valuable organic fraction."r0 Cornposting of this material will allow

for nutrient recycling to occur on site.

Locating food production at The Forks could make it possible to close the nutrient

cycles associated with human food production and consumption. The organic waste can

be composted into soil conditioner and fertilizer and returned to the land where it is

grown. This could result in ecological and economic savings. It would reduce the amount

of organic matter that is currently being wasted in the city owned landfill. Using this

material as organic fertilizer would also reduce the amount of artificial fertilizer currently

introduced on-site each year. Further, organic fertilizer could reduce the potential for land

and water contamination and help maintain and stabilize the soil at The Forks. Finally,

nutrient recycling through composting and creating a Market Garden may lower food

prices for the consumer.

Canadían Council of Ministers of tlie Errvironrnent, 1995 . Guidelines For Comnost Oualit! - FìnaL Draft. Canadian

ç¿1¿llrguing Publication Data.
10
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Chapter Two

INDUSTRIAL ECOLOGY

Composting and Waste Management Planning at The Forks

2.0 Introduction

This chapter highlights the concept of industrial ecology; how it can be used as a

model for development at The Forks and how it can be applied to the solid waste stream

of The Forks Market. Important benefits The Forks could gain by composting the food

waste generated on site are discussed.

The chapter begins with an outline of the model of industrial ecology and how it

can be applied to The Forks. Next, a description of the solid waste management strategies

in place at The Forks is given. Consideration is given to the need for coordinated

leadership from The Forks North Portage Partnership to ensute successful

implementation of composting the organic waste. The importance of a source separation

program is stressed for the successful implementation of any compostirrg initiative.

On-site mid scale composting operations are discussed with attention given to economic

and environmental concerns. The chapter concludes with a summary of findings.
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2.1 Habitat Restoration - Learning From Nature

As noted, The Forks requires inputs of both renewable and non renewable energy

and resources to function while concurrently generating waste. Redevelopment, to date,

has been along the traditional lines which sees a corporate technological approach to

transform the desolated landscape into its present form, rather than an ecological

approach. The corporate technological approach is based on the consumption of energy to

function while generating waste that is not reused. The ecosystem approach would be

capable of regenerating itself and becoming ecologically self-sufficient.

Dr. Mary-Ellen Tyler states that the present "...urban form of modern North

American cities is a structural response to the engineered infrastructure of roads, bridges,

water and sewer lines, energy pipelines and transmission corridors." Further, Tyler states

that "...future urban form must begin to incorporate an ecological infrastructure that

provides a biological life support foundation."rr The challenge for planners and

developers of the built urban form is how to incorporate this ecological infrastructure into

the existing built form.

The built human environment is an artificial system that is constructed within a

pre-existing natural ecosystem. It is a system that is interrelated and must function within

the larger "natural system". An ecological system is based on relationships among living

things and between them and the physical and chemical elements with which they

I I Tyler'. Mary-lìllcn, 1994. "llcological Plumbing in the'l'rventy-First Clentury" in Plan Clanada, July 1994.
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interact. In her book Biomimicry, Janine Benyus notes that nature is to be used as a

measure, because "aftet 3.8 billion years of evolution, nature has learned: What works.

V/hat is appropdate. What lasts."l2 John Todd reiterates this point that nature has proven

to be adaptive and successful in the long run. He asks, "would it not be prudent to design

human enterprises on blueprints from nature."13

Development at The Forks is challenged to reconcile the pressures for self-

sufficiency with the maintenance of widespread public appeal, As noted in chapter one,

the Partnership is committed to achieving financial self-suff,rciency by embracing

ecological aspects of development. The corporation was established to be the catalyst to

restore this site from an abandoned rail yard to a public meeting place once again. The

Corporation is charged with restoring a "human habitat" at the site.

Habitat restoration not only involves the natural environment "but cultural, social

and political systems" as well.ra Redevelopment to date has not focused on developing a

sustainable ecological system. Rather, focus has been on treating the built environment as

a machine placed in a natural ecosystem. The position put forward in this practicum is

that if there is commitment to becoming self-sufficient, future planning and development

Ilenyus,Jarrine, lggT.Biolnimicly: InnovationlnspiredbvNature. NelvYork: WilliatnMorrolvattdContpany. Inc

'l'odtl. John. Ârchitccture arrd Biology: Â Neccssarv Svnthesis.

'tyler. Mary-Elle n, 1994. "Ecological Plttmbing in 'l'he'frventy-First Ce ntury", in Blan-e¡¡Ad-4. July 1994

t2

13

t4
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must embrace the concept of introducing an ecological system that provides a biological

life support foundation for future development. The question femains: How?

2.1.1 A Model for Planning and Development at The Forks

A new environmental agenda is emerging in industry that seeks to close loops of

production and create an industrial "ecosystem" by making maximum use of recycled

materials in new production, optimizing use of materials and embedded energy,

minimizing waste generation and reevaluating wastes as raw material for other processes

This industrial ecology, according to Hardin Tibbs, "...involves designing industrial

infrastructure as if they were a series of interlocking manmade ecosystems interfacing

with the natural global ecosystem".r5

Tibbs lists six characteristics of the natural global ecosystem that could easily be

emulated by industry. In summary, they are:

. in the natural system there is no waste, in the sense of something that

cannot be absorbed constructively within the system;

. life giving nutrients for one species are derived from the death and decay

of another;

. materials and energy are continually circulated and transformed, running

almost entirely on ambient solar energy;

. natural system is dynamic and information driven;

l5 Tibbs, Ilardin. "lndustrial Ecology: An Environ¡nental Agenda for lndustry", in Whole Earth Review. Winter, 1992,
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. cooperation and competition of species are interlinked; and

. concentrated toxins are synthesized and used as needed only by the

individuals of a species, they are not stored or transported in bulk at the

system level.

Industrial ecology is an integrated management and technical concept with the aim

of applying the understanding of the natural system to the design of manmade systems.

Tibbs states that over time tools and techniques will be developed to lead to conceptual

and practical advances in the following six areas:

. the creation of industrial ecosystems. This involves closing the loop on

waste generation and reconceptualizing wastes as products;

. balancing industrial input and output to natural ecosystem capacity, to

avoid industrial stress on the environment;

. dematerialization of industrial output. This is simply working towards a

decline in materials and energy intensity in industrial production;

. improving the metabolic pathways of industrial processes and materials

use;

. systematic patterns of energy use which promotes the development of an

energy supply system that functions as part of the industrial ecosystem and

is free of the negative impacts associated with current patterns of uses;
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. policy alignment with long-term perspective of industrial system

evolution. Simply this is coming to terms with reflecting the true costs of

environmental degradation in market value of products'

Tibbs states that "...an analysis based on industrial ecology will prove to be the

most effective way both of discriminating between policy options and of achieving an

integrated policy platform for the environment'"r6

Future development will not see the introduction of one type of industrial

ecosystem but rather a spectrum of ecosystems that range from single material recycling

to advanced integrated natural ecosystems. Human modification of ecosystems is as old

as the practice of agriculture. The challenge is to integrate urban development into the

equation and consciously design a world that is aesthetically pleasing, biologically stable,

and economically productive.

To profit from ecological management, Pratt and ShiremanlT suggest a business

need only do three things over and over again:

. identify examples of materials use, energy use, pollution and waste (any

form of throughput);

. brainstorm, test, and implement ways to reduce or eliminate it; and

16 Ibid. p, 18

17 Pratt, Wendy & Shirernan, Willianr. Intlustial Ecolopy: The Onlv 1'hree Thines Business Neetls lo Do lo Save Monet'.

Global FutL¡res Netwolk. http//www.globalfl.org/Feature-Articles/
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. count the monêy. Count how much was saved, then count how much is

still being spent to create waste and pollution and start the cycle over.

Organic material is imported to The Forks, processed for economic value and the

residue is disposed off-site. The Forks Market waste study (1995) identified that about

500 tonnes of organic material is sent to landfill each year from The Market. By applying

the principles of industrial ecology, it is possible to reduce, re-use and close these waste

flows on-site..

2.2 Current Solid \ilaste Management Strategies

Until five years ago, almost all of The Forks Market's collected solid waste was

taken to landfill for final disposal. Most of the waste generated is still treated in this

manner. To collect the waste material generated. The Forks Market employs four full

time and three part time staff who concentrate the wastes at the building's compactor

room in a forty cubic yard container for pick-up. After collection, the solid wastes are

picked-up and transported by Laidlaw Wastes Systems Limited to the landfill site which

is owned and operated by the City of Winnipeg. Laidlaw hauls the waste from the site

seven days per week.

Currently, corrugated cardboard, glass and aluminum cans are separated from the

rest of the waste stream for recycling. The cardboard is broken down and placed in a six

cubic yard container which is picked-up by Laidlaw twice per week. Glass and aluminum
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is collected in the food court area and picked-up by a private recycler who transpofis it to

a recycling facility. Both these methods are cost neutral in that profits from the sale of the

material is equally shared by the contractors and the Partnership. The contractors deduct

their hauling fees from the Partnership's poftion of the sale.

As noted earlier, it costs $50,000 per year in hauling and tipping fees to dispose of

the waste material generated. Waste reduction initiatives such as recycling and

composting can reduce disposal costs by avoiding tipping fees. However, it must be noted

that waste collection will still be required and the costs associated with this aspect may

not be reduced.

According to the waste characterization study conducted in the fall of 1995 by the

author with the aid of graduate students in the University of Manitoba's Faculty of

Architecture, the amount of solid waste being sent to landfill from The Forks Market has

steadily increased since 1989 (Appendix A provides results of the waste audit). The

increase is most likely from the increased number of businesses in The Market as well as

the continuing growth in popularity of The Forks, The study concluded that

approximately 70o/o of the waste generated in The Market is compostable. To

significantly reduce the amount of waste being sent to landfill, alternatives for the organic

fraction must be identified.
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2.3 Administering a Composting Project

The Forks has been a meeting place for thousands of years. Aboriginal peoples

from across the plains came to this spot to hunt, to fish, to trade and to celebrate. As

noted earlier, the area became the foundation for the City of Winnipeg and the settlement

of the Canadian West. The area near the junction of the Red and Assiniboine Rivers

became, at first, a steamboat then a major rail terminus.

Extensive archaeological investigation of the site has revealed that The Forks is

rich in archaeological and historical resources. Howevet, the rail activity at the site prior

to current renewal left it highly disturbed with little usable wildlife habitat and virtually

no native vegetation.

The Forks Norlh Portage Partnership has a strong commitment to the preservation

and promotion of the natural environment. Preserving the historical significance of site

resources as well as preserving and promoting awareness of the natural environment have

been identified by the Partnership as key elements in the future development of the site.

The Partnership is faced with achieving and maintaining self-sufficiency. It is believed

that environmental initiatives will yield economic benefits for the Partnership. The

Business Plan establishes protecting the environment as a priority for the Partnership.

The importance of administrative leadership in the implementation of

environmental measures has been highlighted by a number of organizations. The

Canadian Standards Association suggests that as environmental concern grows,
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"...organizations need to determine how they can a) provide economic

benefit to the organizalion and society while minimizing the adverse

environmental impact of their activities; b) take into account stakeholders'

expectations regarding the environment; c) anticipate and comply with
applicable laws and regulations regarding the environmen| and d)

Continually improve their techniques to minimize the adverse impact of their

activities on the environment".18

According to Anne Kothawala of the Canadian Restaurant and Food Services

Association. it is important to have administrative leadership to establish responsibilities,

practices, procedures, processes and resources for implementing environmental

initiatives. Also she states that it is crucial to involve interested staff and generate

enthusiasm for the project.le

2.4 Source Separation Program

"At source" separation refers to the sorting of a facilities waste stream by

identified categories (i.e glass, plastics, aluminum, organics et cetera) at the place of

origin. For example, a restaurant participating in a composting project could collect

organic wastes in separate containers from the rest of the waste in the kitchen, or at the

source of the restaurants' pre-consumer waste.

The Quick Service Restaurant Council (QSRC) in partnership with Correctional

Services of Canada (Corcan) designed a program to compost organics from over thirty

l8 Canadiarr Standards Association, 1994. [nvironntenlal Manazenenl S),stems. CS¡\. Toronto. Canada, p xi

Personal communication Þ'ebruary, 1997.l9
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restaurants in the Kingston, Ontario area. QSRC identified that organic waste represents

over 70o/o of the restaurant waste stream. In order to meet their goal of 50%o waste

reduction, QSRC needed to target the organic component of the waste stream.20

According to Randy Grooms, Operations Manager of the Corcan Compost Centre

in Kingston Ontario, the quality of finished compost is dependant on the feedstock used

to produce the finished product. Foreign matter in compost is material that is not

biodegradable and as such detracts from good quality compost. Grooms states that

"...most feedstocks and products contain foreign matter." However, this inert material can

be kept to a minimum through "...a well administered and aggressive source separation

program."2l

The QSRC program targeted the collection of organics in two locations. First, in

the kitchen, compostable material was separated from non-compostable material into

brown bins that were placed as close to where the material was generated as possible.

When the bins were full the material was transported to a centralized location for pick-up.

The second arcatargeted was in restaurants with personnel to clear tables. Bins were

placed in the tray cleanin g area and staff were instructed to separate the organic fraction

of the waste material.

Personal conturultication. A¡nc Kothawala, Canadian Restau¡arlt and Food services Association. February, 1997

Personal co¡lmunication. Randy Grooms, Operations Manager. Corcan Cont¡rost Celltre. March, 1997.

20

2T
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When training people for this source separation program, a technique that

Kothawala refels to as the three E's was followed: Educate, Encourage, Empower.

Kothawala emphasized the importance of education. She noted that staff must be

informed of all aspects of the program, what they are doing, what materials are to be

separate, where material is going and the benefits of waste diversion.

The second E, encourage, comes from the regular monitoring and reminder to

staff that they are or are not doing the right thing. Finally, by teaching staff the benefits of

the program and the proper way to separate materials you are empowering them to

operate the program themselves. Kothawala asserls that "...contamination is the single

biggest issue when separating material for composting." A good rule of thumb,

Kothawala states, is "when in doubt, throw it out'"22

For good quality finished compost, a well administered source separation program

is needed. Once this progtam is established, the next step is to identify the appropriate

composting technology to use to process the separated material.

2.5 On Site -'Mid-Scale'- Composting

On site composting, as the name implies, means composting the organic material

generated at a particular facility atthaffacility's site, thus avoiding transporlation costs.

As defined by the CCC, mid-scale composting is generally composting less than 1 tonne

22 Personal cornmunicatiorr, Anne Kothawala, Cìanadian Rcstaurant and Food services Association, February, 1997
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per day of organic materials. In Canada, there is no requirement for the commercial,

industrial or institutional sector to source sepalate organics from their waste stream?

therefore any mid-scale composting occurring in Canada is voluntary and based purely on

interest in this technology. On site composting could potentially be applied to waste

management strategies of schools, hospitals, restaurants, office buildings, apartment

buildings, shopping malls, convention centres, et cetera.

In Manitoba, there is essentially no governing legislation pertaining to on-site

composting operations; basically, the lead from Ontario is taken. In Ontario, on site

composting is not considered to be a waste disposal site under the Environmental

Protection Act, Part V. Therefore they do not require a provincial Certificate of Approval.

However, it is advisable to contact the office of Manitoba Environment for environmental

assessment and licensing processes under the Manitoba Environment Act before

proceeding with an on-site facility.

Mid-scale on-site composting involves adapting one of the following composting

techniques: windrows; a form of in-vessel composting; or large-scale vermicomposting.

A detailed discussion of the different composting technologies will be discussed in the

next chapter.

2.5.1 Economics

For implementation of any on-site composting initiative, viability will depend on

its cost-benefit relationship as compared to other waste management strategies. The wide
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variety of composting techniques available makes economic comparisons quite difficult.

Gupta and Shepherd state that benefits and costs of composting programs have not been

examined well in compadson to other components of MSW management strategies.23

Anticipated costs associated with composting facilities may include all or a

combination of the following elements: land acquisition, building and road construction,

site preparation and the acquisition of processing equipment. The different elements are

dependant on the composting technology chosen for the biological conversion strategy.

There are fuither costs associated with implementing an on-site composting operation

pertaining to the feedstock for the operation. Feedstock for the composting operation

must, at some point, be separated from the rest of the waste stream. As noted above,

separation can take place either'at source' or from processing of commingled wastes.

Greater costs are incurred when the desired material is commingled in the waste stream

and must be separated out at some point after collection.

To offset associated costs of composting, money can be saved/made in a number

of ways. Landfill tipping fees are avoided; the finished product can be sold; and the

finished product can be used on site as a soil conditioner and ferlilizer, reducing the need

for petroleum based fertilizers. Martin and Gershuny state that "the higher the local cost

of landfills or incineration, the more attractive composting becomes".2a Gteater savings

23 Gupta. B. & Shcpherd, P. 1992. Dota Sununü\, o.f Municit¡ctl Solid lYaste lt4ctnasemenl Allernalives: Volunte L Test

Rc¿orl. National Renelvable Energy Laboratory, U.S. Department ofEnergy.

24 Martin, D. & Gerslrrury, G., 1992. The Rodale lJookof Conpostinp. Rodale Ptess: Pennsylvania.p.252.
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will be seen in jurisdictions with comparatively higher tipping fees if composting can be

accomplished on site. Further savings can become available through avoided collection

and transportation costs.

2.5.2 Bnvironmental Concerns

Both positive and negative environmental implications of composting

technologies should be considered when implementing an on site composting operation.

Environmental implications will differ depending on the composting technology used.

Generally, environmental consideration must be given towards direct surface drainage,

proximity to the nearest individual dwelling, and level of ground water table in relation to

the surface.

2.6 Conclusion

This chapter began with a description of the concept of industrial ecology and

how it can be used as a model for development at The Forks. Industrial ecology was

noted to state that in nature nothing is wasted. If planning and development is to learn

from nature, then consideration has to be given to incorporating a biological infrastructure

to the built urban form. It was noted that ecosystem design can be directed at a single

material upwards to creating a complex natural system.

Organic material was noted to be a great "waste" generated by The Forks Market.

This highlighted the question of how can this material be more efficiently used. Principles
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of industrial ecology can be related to this material and the solid waste management

strategy used at The Forks Market to introduce on-site mid-scale composting technology.

This chapter gave consideration to the impottance of administrative leadership in

the implementation of an on site mid-scale composting program. The chapter discussed

the importance of source separation in any composting program. The discussion of mid-

scale composting concluded with a summary of economic and environmental concerns.

The solid waste management strategy at The Forks is lirnited to separation of

corrugated cardboard, glass, and aluminum with the rest of the waste being concentrated

in the compactor for pick-up and disposal by an outside contractor. To introduce

composting as a solid waste management technique at The Forks will require the

Partnership to expand the existing source separation program to include the separation of

compostable material from the rest of the waste stream.

Economics of the composting program to be implemented at The Forks will

depend on the technique used to biologically convert the material into a nutrient rich soil

conditioner. To offset the associated costs of composting, it was noted that money will be

saved on tipping fees at the landfill. Money can be made by selling the finished product.

Also, the finished product can be used on site thus offsetting the costs and need for

petroleum based fefitlizer. Finally, further savings can become available through avoided

collection and transportation costs.
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An appropriate composting technique to be used at The Forks must mitigate direct

surface drainage from the composting material, and the proximity to the nearest dwellings

and negative impact on visitors to the site.
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Chapter Three

COMPOSTII{G PRACTICES AND TECHNIQUES

3.0 Principles of Composting

Composting is low-temperature partial oxidation of the degradable proteins, fats.

simple sugars and carbohydrates contained in plant cells and animal tissues. The

Composting Council of Canada (CCC) defines composting as:

" ...a nattJral process whereby micro-organisms transform organic waste

materials into a soil-like product", it "...includes a thermophilic phase..."

and "...is a managed process of bio-oxidation of a solid heterogeneous

organic substrate."25

Cullen and Johnson identify the imporlance of human manipulation as part of the

definition of composting. They suggest that it is this human factor which separates

composting from the naturally occurring decomposition process which breaks down

organic material without human intervention.26

25 CompostingCotrncil ofCanada. 1995, ConltoslinsTechnologiesandPraclices:¿lGuiclcForDecisionMakers,p 6,&
Guidelines for Compost Oualilv; 1996. Coniposting Council ofCanada,

26 Cullen, M. & Johnson, L,, 1992. The Real Dirl. Penguin Books. Toronto canada. p. 152.
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3.0.1 Microbial Action

Definitions of composting usually identify the significance of biological processes

in the decomposition process. Decomposing organisms are all the micro-organisms and

larger organisms involved in breaking down organic material. These organisms will grow

spontaneously in any natural, organic waste given preferable moisture and aerobic

conditions. After the initial colonization period, micro-organisms will invade the compost

heap.27 Bacteria are the primary decomposing microorganism. Arriving with the organic

material, they start the process of decomposition by breaking down the organic material

for their own food. Tlie CCC states that these colonizing organisms consume oxygen and

produce CO2 and it is this metabolic activity that produces heat causing the temperature

to rise to over 45 degrees C; this is the mesophyllic stage.28 The bacteria will multiply

while the conditions are right for them and die off as they create conditions more

favourable for others. The next stage of the composting process is the thermophilic phase.

The thermophilic phase will last as long as it takes to metabolize the assimilated

contents of the biomass. This phase kills pathogens and weed seeds found in the biomass.

The thermophilic phase defines composting, according to the Bureau de Normalization du

Quebec:

27 Cornposting Cor¡ncil of Canada, 1995. Comnosting Technoloqies ünd Pruclices; A Guide I:or Decision Mükeß.

Cornposting Council ol' Canada,

28 lbid. p. 6
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"compost is stabilized organic matter derived from composting which is a

managed process of biooxidation of a solid heterogeneous organic

substrate including a thermophilic phase in which the temperature is

greater than or equal to 45 degrees C."2e

After the organics have been metabolized, the temperature of the composting heap

will drop until it reaches ambient temperature again.

Microscopic decomposers all consume waste directly and are generally referred to

as first level decomposers or the chemical decomposers.30 Second level decomposers or

the macroscopic fauna such as feather-winged beatles, centipedes, ants and earthworms

are collectively referred to as the physical decomposers.

Successful aerobic composting requires four critical conditions: temperature,

oxygen, moisture and carborVnitrogen ratio of feedstock.

As noted above, the greatest microbial action occurs when the temperature of the

pile is between 30-55 degrees Celsius. Temperatures above 60 degrees Celsius reduce the

biological activity; and some form of aeration, be it forced air or turning of the pile, is

used to remove excess heat.3r Further, aeration is needed to provide the microorganisms

oxygen. If the oxygen levels within the composting pile fall below 10%by volume of the

atmosphere within the biomass then anaerobic digestion takes over. While anaerobic

Zg BureaucleNormalizationcluQuebec,f)raftstandard: OrsonicSoil Conditioners-con\tosl,ryorkingDocuntenl p 4

30 Reference to tlrese two te¡.ns carì be lòr¡nd in Greater VancoLtver lìegional District, 1997. Ctealins Our Future; Slel:s lo a

More Livable Resion GVIìD, and Conrposting Council of Canada, 1995. Conposlinz Technolosies oncl Praclices; A Guide lio¡'

Decision Makers. Clonlposting Council of Canada

3l cullen. M. & Johnson. L., 1992, The Real Dirt. Penguin Books. Toronto canada.
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digestion also produces compost, this system can lead to objectionable odours. Moisture

content of the biomass should be between 40 and 50% for ideal composting conditions.

The organic material is the principal nutrients for the micro-organisms. This

material contains carbon (C) and nitrogen G'J); ideally the ratio of the pile should be25:l

of carbon to nitrogen. High C:N ratios retard the composting process, whereas low ratios

tend to produce excessive nitrogen losses in the form of ammonia.32 Composting depends

on the proper mixture of wastes to achieve a favourable C:N ratio'

3.0.2 The Carbon Cycle

Carbon is an essential component of all living things. It exists mostly as carbon

dioxide in the atmosphere and oceans, and in fossil fuels. There is a natural cycle to

carbon. The major steps of the carbon cycle are:

. carbon dioxide in the atmosphere is absorbed into plants and converted

into sugar by the process of photosynthesis;

. animals eat plants, breaking down the sugars and releasing carbon into the

atmosphere, oceans and soil;

. other organisms break down dead plant and animal matter, returning

carbon to the non-living environment;

. carbon is also exchanged between the oceans and the atmosphere.

32 rbid.
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Composting helps complete the carbon cycle by returning the carbon to the

non-living environment by decomposing plant and animal matter.

3.0.3 What Makes Good Compost?

Compost is the product of a sequentially staged biological process that converts

heterogenous solid organic matter into a homogenous fine particle, humus-like material.

As noted above, the first stage of compost is the destruction or decomposition of organic

matter causing the release of heat, phytotoxin, carbon dioxide, water and minerals. The

second stage, in which the material stabilizes, is a process of humification and

minerulization. After completion of the second stage, compost is said to be mature.

Compost maturity is not the same thing as compost quality. According to Brodie,

Gouin and Carr, compost has reached maturity when the energy and nutrient containing

materials have been combined into a stable organic mass. They differentiate quality by

stating that it does reflect maturity, but that it also reflects the chemical makeup of the

compost substrate. To exemplify this, material such as industrial sludge composted to

maturity may contain a high level of contaminates thus regarding it as mature but with

poor quality.33

The degree of compost maturity affects the usefulness of the compost as a soil

additive or potting media. Brodie et al state that "Immature composts can interfere with

plant growth through nitrogen immobilization and ammonia toxicity or by causing

33 Brodie, LL, Gouin, F. & Carr, L,. 1994. "What Makes Good Compost", it't Biocvcle, Vol. 35 No. 7. July, 1994. p, 66-68
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oxygen deficiency in soils or potting media."3a If the compost is immature and too wet, it

can decompose anaerobically which may result in the accumulation of methane, alcohol

and acetic acid; also it may contain high enough concentrations of soluble carbon to

suppoft the growth of pathogens. Proper aeration of the compost pile is needed to prevent

the build-up of methane, alcohol and acetic acid and to combat the development of

undesirable odour.

Mature composted material results in a dark brown humic material in which the

initial feedstock are no longer recognizable and further degradation is not noticeable.

Curing compost to maturity requires time; the length of which is dependent on the

efficiency of the initial composting technique and the complexity of the initial waste

material.

The expected use of compost will define the degree of maturity required. Brodie et

al give the following comparisons of compost maturity based on varying end uses:

. compost used for plant potting media must be more stable or mature than

compost destined for mixing with soil;

. compost applied to agricultural and horticultural crops should be more

stable than compost for land reclamation;

34 lbid. p.66
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. compost moved. stored and utilized in bulk need not be as mature as

compost retailed in bags.35

Brodie et al identified a number of methods for measuring maturity of compost

but state

"...methods to define the relative maturity of composts can be based on a

combination of laboratory studies which may include plant growth and

phytotoxicity bioassays, seed germination studies, viable weed seed

content, odour development, dry respirometry, ammonium nitrogen

content and organic carbon to nitrogen ration determinations."36

If more exacting criteria are not required, maturity of compost can be identified in

the field. The first field metliod Brodie et al suggest is that compost can be considered

stable when the temperature within a static pile remains near ambient for several days

while the compost moisture is near 50 percent and the oxygen concentrations within the

pile are greater than five percent. A second test they suggest is to place a wetted compost

sample in a sealed plastic bag and store it for a week at 20 lo 30 degrees Celsius. When

the sample is opened, a mature compost will "emit a mild earthy odour", while immature

compost will "become anaerobic and produce a septic odour." The third test they suggest

involves a gallon sized insulated and sealed container filled with compost at 40 ro 50 o/o

moisture concentration and stored at room temperature. With this method, if a

Ibid. p. 67.

Ibid. p, 68.

35

36
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thermometer placed in the centre of the pile remains at room temperature, then the

compost is said to be mature.37

Compost quality is also measured by chemical and physical analysis. The quality

necessary for the end product of compost is dictated by its end use. Colour, texture,

structure, porosity and inorganic particle size are important aesthetic and physical factors

that are determined by the end use of the compost. Heavy metal, organic chemical and

pathogen concentrations in compost must be within limits established by the governing

body having jurisdiction over compost quality. Compost quality standards will be

discussed in greater detail in Chapter Four.

The recipe for the production of a mature quality compost requires the adoption of

end product specifications. To achieve end product consistency requires the maintenance

of a consistent process utilizing consistent feedstock. This could prove to be difficult at

The Forks where the organic material generated can change from day to day, and season

to season.

3.1 Composting Technologies

This section discusses composting techniques most commonly used in centralized

composting facilities dealing with large amounts of organic waste. V/hen dealing with

large amounts of organic waste there is an engineering challenge to keep the microbial

37 lbid. p. 68
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processes active and efficient over time. To do this, aeration, moisture content and excess

heat must be managed. Seven options or techniques are presented that respond to the

challenge of managing aeration, moisture content and heat. The methods are: windrows,

passively aerated static piles, actively aerated static piles, in-vessel composting -

channels, in-vessel composting - containels, in-vessel composting - tunnels, and

anaerobic conversion system. The following is intended to only be an overview of these

various techniques.

3.1.1 Windrows

The technique of composting organics in elongated piles or windrows, involves

spreading the waste in long triangular or trapezoid piles, about two metres high and four

metres across. Length of the windrows is dependent on the size of the operation and the

volume of material being composted. The windrow method require periodic turning of

the pile to provide aeration.

'Windrow composting can deal with a variety of organic waste at almost any

operating scale. As detailed by the Composting Council of Canada, windrow composting

has been successfully operated in the 5 to 100 tonnes per day range (1,000 tonnes per

year); large mechanizedwindrow operations can process up to 100,000 tonnes per year.38

38 Conrposting Council olCanada, 1995. Contnosrins 7'echnolopies and Praclices: ct zui¿e for clecisiott maket's. Cornposting

Council of Canada,
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The windrow method is the most basic low-tech and low-cost approach to

composting that limits the use of capital equipment.3e Facilities using low tech

approaches generally need to incorporate a higher level of process management when

composting. The material brought to the composting site generally needs to be

pre-processed to provide a uniform particle size and a larger surface area of the material.

By increasing the amount of surface arca avaTlable accelerates the composting process.

The size of the windrow is dependent on "balancing the need for oxygen with the

need for an optimum temperature". The ideal windrow size will conserve enough heat to

provide an optimum environment for microbial activity, but not so large as to cause

overheating, compaction and an anaerobic environment. No single windrow size

reconciles the conflict between the need for oxygen and the temperature requirements.

According to the Saskatchewan'Waste Reduction Council, the desired conditions

can be approached by starting with moderately sized windrows (three to four metres high

by four to five metres wide), then combining two windrows after microbial activity

occurs. Due to the cold climate in Saskatchewan, windrows can be somewhat larger

(three to four metres high by seven to eight metres wide) as to composting windrows in

more temperate climates.a0 The use of these larger piles is referred to as the "Prairie

method" and it is utilized by Correctional Services of Canada (CORCAN) at their

39 Croteau , G. & Alpert, 1., 1994. "Low Tech Approaches to Composting Supertrrarket Organics" itt Biocvcle. Vol. 35 No. 5

p 74-80.

40 Saskatclrervan Waste l{eduction Council. 1995. Munici¡:al Yard Wusle Contpo.slins.
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Bowden Alberta composting operation. According to Larry'Werner, the composting

technician at the Bowden facility, by utilizing the "Prairie Method" of windrows. they are

able to compost year round and produce mature compost in six to eight months.4l

3.1.2 Passively Aerated Static Piles

Passively aerated static piles are windïows that do not require turning. Instead

they use strategically placed perforated pipes open to the air to draw oxygen laden outside

air into the pile at arate dependent on demand of the micro-fauna inside the windrow.

Static piles are generally the same in dimensions as windrows, but they are not

turned. This method is used generally when the organic waste being composted has strong

odours of its own (i.e. Manure or hsh waste). If turning were required, these odours

would be dispersed. Allowing oxygen rich air to pass into the pile naturally through

perforated pipes keeps the pile enclosed and obviates the need to turn the pile.

3.1.3 Actively Aerated Static Piles

Actively aerated static piles are the same as the passively aerated static piles in

that they do not require turning. As opposed to the two aforementioned techniques,

aeration is provided through a network of perforated pipes at the bottom of the pile with

some form of fan forcing air into the pile'

It has been observed that actively aerated static piles "...can be quite limited in

size and contained in simple open-ended structures, with air being drawn off through the

4l personal comnt¡nication with Larry Werner, Cìornposting Technicialt, Corcan Agribtlsiness, Ilowden Alberta. March 1997
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composting mass into piping or under-floor ducts connected to a central biof,rlter."a2

Biof,rlters are used to minimize odours.

The three above techniques are all similar in that the composting process takes

place in the open. relatively simple equipment can be used to construct the composting

pile, and capital costs are therefore relatively low.

These techniques also have a relatively large land requirement which is dependent

on the quantities of organics being processed. The following composting techniques

presented see the composting process taking place in a much more confined space that

relies on intensive aerobic conversion.

3.1.4 In-Vessel Composting - Channels

In-vessel composting in channels relies on intensive aerobic conversion of the

material in open channels or bays, located in a closed building, where the material is

turned (mixed) by a machine and moves progressively through the structure by the

pressure of the incoming new material.

In a typical open-channel system, the rnaterial is contained between two parallel

vertical walls, with the material being entered at one end and the finished compost being

discharged at the other end. It requires some type of turning machine to agitate the

42 Conrposting Council ofCanada, 1995. Cornposline Technoloqies ctnd Praclices: a suide.fot'decisiott makers. Composting

Council ofCanada. p. 16.
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material and push it towards the opposite end of the channel. This system typically is used

for processing 100 tonnes or more of organic material per day.a3

In-vessel composting in channels has the following advantages:

. a shorler process time than other composting methods, reducing the size of

equipment and space requirements;

r process control with use of a biofilter;

. a consistent high quality end product;

r good odour control; and

. low visual impact.aa

However, this process requires higher construction and operation costs than

windrows.

3.1.5 In-Vessel Composting - Containers

In-vessel composting in containers refers to intensive aerobic conversion of the

organic material in closed containers where air is forced into a single batch of organic

material. This method uses insulated containers (as found in the literature review, the

containers tend to be metal or concrete) that are connected to air supply and discharge.

This method tends to improve the capture of any odours associated with

composting allowing for closer proximity to residential areas; and the air used in the

43 rbid

44 Alberta Environmental Protection Association. 19()5. Sustainable Comnosline Opliotts in lhe Prot,ince of Álberlo. Alberta

Environmental Protection, Actiou ott Waste. p. 58.
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composting process can be reused with this technique reducing the total amount of air

emlssl0ns

3.1.6 In-Vessel Composting - Tunnels

In-vessel composting in tunnels refers to intensive aerobic conversion of organic

material in a "tunnel" where air is forced through a single batch of organic material.

While very similar to the container technique, this process uses concrete compartments

that is closed with an insulated door. Each tunnel or compartment has ventilation

equipment which recirculates the air and a means to heat or cool the recirculating air'

The previous three in-vessel composting techniques described are differentiated

by the turning mechanisms and control technologies that are required to run the

operations. All the above technologies described require the presence of oxygen in the

biological conversion process. The final technique described used to convett organic

material into mature compost occurs in the absence of oxygen'

3.1.7 Anaerobic Conversion Systems

Anaerobic conversion of organic material refers to the breaking down of organic

materials in the absence of oxygen. Anaerobic conversion takes place in a landfill since

the layers of wastes (which have an organic component) are compacted and covered, thus

excluding air. Although the same process takes place naturally within a landfill, anaerobic

conversion "...is normally used to describe the anaerobic process when artificially
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accelerated in closed vessels."45 The process produces a gaseous mixture of carbon

dioxide and methane that can be used as fuel.

The process involves putting pre-processed material into an anaerobic digester,

ensuring there is an average solid to liquid ratio of 15 to 25%o. The waste remains in the

digester at temperatures of 35 - 37 degrees Celsius for a period of 10 to 20 days and the

gases given off during this decomposition period are drawn off. After the initial digestion

period, the material is usually removed and processed further aerobically, then screened

to remove oversized andlor unwanted contaminants such as plastic and glass.a6

3.1.8 Vermicomposting

Vermicomposting is the use of worms to convert organic material into a nutrient

rich humus which is a good soil conditioner. A demonstration project was installed at the

Brockville Psychiatric Hospital, in Brockville Ontario. The site uses approximately

800,000 worms (273 kg) housed in two units that are 1.8 metres wide by 13.4 metres

long. They process approximately 150 to 200 pounds of organic material per day.

According to Ram Kamath, Director of Facility Operations at Brockville Psychiatric

Hospital, the vermicomposting technique has not met the hospital's needs as an

alternative waste management strategy. Since its inception, there have been two main

45 Prisnr. 1995. Ánaerobic Disesliott World Resource Foundation

46 The above discussion is intencled to be an overview ofanaerobic systetrs itt general. The initial degradation pcriod rvill vary

depencling on thc diffelent anaerobic system used. Iror further infoilnation pertaining to anaerobic technologies rel'eï to ConDoslins
'l'echnoloçies antl Practices,p.57 - 60 and Ptism, 1995. Anaerobic Digestion.'World I{esoulce Founclation.
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problems. First, they have not seen any financial returns and second, they have problems

harvesting the convefted material to utilize it on site.47

3.2 Comparison of Composting Techniques

The preceding charl is adapted from Tchobanoglous et al (1993), from discussions

with Larry Werner and Randy Grooms of Corcan, Ram Kamath of the Brock Psychiatric

ITEM Windrow-
Turned

Windrow-
Aerated

In-vessel Anaerobic Vermi-
Compost

Capital Costs Low Low in small
system

High High Mediurn

Operating
Cots

Low Mediurn Low Medium Low

Land
Requiretnent

Higlt High Low. Can
increase if

windrow drying
needed

Medium.
Additional

windrow curing
needed

Low

Air Control Limited Complete Complete Complete Low

Operational
Control

Turning
Frequency,
arnendment

addition

Airflow rate Airflow rate,

agitation,
amendment

Gases drawn
off

Feedstock
addition

Sensitivity to
Cold

Odour
Control

Sensitive, but
demonstrated in

cold

Demonstrated
in cold and wet

climates

I)ernonstrated in
cold and wet

climate

Demonstrated
in cold and wet

climate

Demonstrated
in cold and wet

climate

Dependent on

feedstock. High
potential

Dependent on
feedstock.

High potential

Potentially good Potentially
good

Good

Potential
Problems

Cold. Run-off Control of
airflow. Cold,

Run-off

System may be

mechanically
complex

System may be

mechanically
cotnplex

Harvesting
material may be

problematic

47 personal communication lvith Ranl Karnath, Brock Psychiatric flospital, March, 1997
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Hospital, Lydia Giles of Vermicomposting Products, and Ed Boyd of Wright

Environmental.

Composting options should be assessed in four critical areas: technical, economic,

environmental. and educational.

There are seven technical criteria. First, the year round operability of a system

must be considered. To be viable at The Forks, the system must be operable year round.

Second, odours must be managed. The management and prevention of odours is critical

to the operation of a composting system at The Forks. Third, pests must be controlled.

The presence of rodents, flies and other pests must be managed to the greatest potential

possible. Foufth, pathogens must be destroyed. Systems must be able to destroy

pathogens so that they are not introduced into the soil at The Forks. Fifth, leachate must

be minimized. Systems must properly manage any excessive amounts of moisture. Sixth.

dust, noise and litter must be kept to a minimum. These need to be kept to a minimum

especially since The Forks is situated in the centre of Winnipeg, surrounded by public

buildings and adjacent to residential development. Finally, the system must be judged on

the ability to process arange of material. The Forks waste stream contains animal waste

as well as organic. A system must be capable of handling both.

The Forks North Portage Partnership does not have unlimited resources with

which to implement a composting program. Preference needs to be given to those

composting techniques that minimize costs through avoidance of tipping fees, fertilizer

Page Jf
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and soil amendment costs? and generate revenue through the sale of finished compost'

Composting options have been assessed on capital costs: land, equipment, and site

preparation. They have been assessed on operational costs: labour, maintenance, inputs

such as water and electricity, and amendments. Economic criteria must also take into

account processing time. Since composting is to be used as a waste management

technique at The Forks, shorler processing times are preferable.

Environmental criteria consists of product quality. minimizing amounts of energy

and resources required to manufacture, transport and implement a technology, and the

minimization of energy requirements relating to operation of a system. Product quality

will be discussed further in chapter four. Generally preference should be given to systems

that produce finished compost which is free of contaminants.

A composting system at The Forks must allow for experiential learning

opportunities. The impetus for a composting system is its ability to tie into the Market

Garden concept. The Market Garden is to be a joint initiative between the University of

Manitoba, Winnipeg School Division Number One, and The Forks North Portage

Partnership. Students at all levels must be able to participate in the composting process'

3.3 Summary

This chapter described in some detail the basic principles of composting'

Emphasis was given to the def,rnition and principles of composting, available composting
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techniques and it touched on definitions and regulatory compliance of mid-scale, on site

composting operations. It ended with a comparison of the various composting techniques

available for implementation at The Forks. Given the benefits of composting, the next

chapter examines the requirements for the establishment and operation of a composting

facility.
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Chapter Four

ROLE & ESTABLISHMENT OF COMPOSTII{G

FACILITIES

4.0 Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to provide an overview of the role composting plays

in solid waste management. The chapter begins with a broad discussion of the necessity

of municipal solid waste management, then gives a brief description of the principles of

municipal solid waste management (MSW) and different strategies used for handling

MSV/. The role of composting as a strategy for handling municipal solid waste is

discussed. followed by a description of the major benefits composting can provide.

Jurisdiction of establishing a composting facility is discussed as well as guidelines for

compost quality. The chapter ends with a summary of findings.

4.1 Wasted Again

Municipal Solid Waste (MSW) originates at four sources: residences, industries,

commercial establishments, (i.e. Shopping centres, restaurants, offices) and institutions.
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Municipalities are responsible for managing the solid waste generated within therr

jurisdiction. The primary purpose of municipal solid waste management is to handle

waste safely, economically and in a way that protects human health and the

environment.as Each community has its own criteria for selecting appropriate

technologies in choosing a single waste handling technology or an integrated combination

of technologies to form a waste management strategy. Within the framework of the

municipal waste management strategy, the industrial, commercial and institutional (IC&I)

sector tends to provide their own waste management strategies while residential waste is

the responsibility of the municipality itself. In terms of volume the two streams

(residential and IC&l) comprise 40o/o and 600lo respectively of the total municipal waste

stream.ae

Waste is an inevitable by-product of the natural world. The Forks is like any other

component of a large urban system: it consumes energy/resources and discards waste at a

cost. However, ecology demonstrates that natural processes are cyclical, not linear, as is

the current model in use at The Forks model. A natural system is capable of regenerating

itself, through photosynthesis and decomposition, and becoming ecologically

4g Gupta,B.&shepherd, I>.1992. Datusuntntat'voflvlunicipal Solitlþl/astel\úttnúsemenlAllernalives: l/olumel:ReDorllexl

National Renewable Energy I.,aboratory, U S Departrrent of Energy

49 ConrpostingCouncil ofCanacla, 1995. Conposl¡nsÍechnolopiesondPractices; ÁGttitleforDecisiottÌVlalrcts.The

Composting Council of Canada. p 7
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self-sufficient.50 As suggested by the World Commission on Environment and

Development, it is no longer acceptable for society to consume and dispose of natural

resources in such a manner that the availability of those resources is not assured for later

generations.5l

4.2 Municipal Solid \ilaste Management Strategies

Municipal solid waste management can be broken down into basic features that

have general relationships to each other. In its most basic form, municipal solid waste

management strategies extend from the waste's origin (the point at which the waste is set

out for collection), through transportation and processing operations, to its final

destination (whether it be recycling, combustion, landfilling et cetera). Tchobanoglous et

al. identify six elements of solid waste management: waste generation; waste handling

and separation, storage and processing at source, collection; separation, processing and

transformation of solid waste; transfer and transport; and disposal.52

Waste generation, or waste origin, is the disposal of materials no longer deemed

to have any value as identified by the person discarding the material. Solid waste's origin

is the point at which the waste is placed by the generator (whether it is a household,

50 Tyler, Mary-Ellen. 1994, "lìcological Plumbing in the Twcnty-First Century", itt Plan Canatla: Special Edilion, July 1994.

p. 169.

5l Ilrun<ltland.GroFlarlern, 1987. Ottr(-otnntonFuture. Worlcl CommissiottOnEnvironmentandDevelopment Oxford

Univcrsity Press,

52 Tchobanoglous, G., l-hiesen. FI., ancl Vigil, S.. 1993. Intesrdletl Solicl Waste ll4anasentenl, McGraw-Llill Inc lJSA. p. 12.
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commercial establishment or institution) for collection either by the municipality or a

private solid waste disposal company such as Browning Ferrous Industries or Canadian

Waste Ltd. (formerly Laidlaw Waste Systems Ltd). The second element, waste handling

and separation, storage and processing, is the placement of the material in temporary

containers (i.e. at the curb or back lane for households or in the centralized compactor at

The Forks) and the movement of these containers.

4.3 Strategies For Handling Municipal Solid Waste

Municipalities across Canada and the United States employ a number of different

strategies for handling the MSW stream. The following sub-section will briefly describe

four main MSW management strategies, as identified by Gupta and Shepherd53 that are

currently employed by municipalities throughout North America. They are: sanitary

landf,rll; mass burning; materials collection, separation and recycling; and composting'

4.3.1 SanitaryLandfills

Sanitary landf,rlls, the most common waste management technology used in the

United States and Canada, are used to store MSW in a way that protects human health

and the environment. Landfills incorporate a liner system, a leachate collection system. a

leachate treatment system, a cap system, a gas recovery system, as well as landscaping.

security, groundwater monitoring, and a groundwater plan. As well, landf,rlls require

53 Gupta, B. & Shephcrrì, l>. l()92. Date,\untncu'v of Municipul Solid lVaste À4ctttttsement Allemalives" I/olunte I 'l'exl

R¿¿or'l. National Renewable Energy Laboratory, U S Department olEnergy
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approximately 30 years of post-closure monitoring, care and planning for eventual

community use.54

The traditional landfilling operations consist of a daily cycle of filling, compacting

the fill with heavy equipment and covering the fill with earthen materials. Sanitary

landfills accounted for about 73o/o of all MSW in the United States in 1988'55 These

landfills require energy for construction, compaction, spreading daily landfill cover,

collecting and treating leachate and sirnilar activities.

4.3.2 Mass Burning

Mass burning is the process of feeding MSW directly into a furnace. As a MSW

management strategy it ranks second to landfilling, accounting for disposal of ITYI of all

MSV/.56

4.3.3 Materials Collection, Separation and Recycling

This section describes the processes to collect and separate recyclable material

from waste and to recycle the separated materials into useful products. The reusable

materials that are most commonly recycled are paper, glass, aluminum and ferrous metals,

plastics and cardboard. According to the National Solid Waste Management Association

G\ISV/MA) the recycling process can be broken down into five steps:

54 rbid

55

Agency
tjp,,\, 1g90. Ch(tracteriz(ttiÒn o{Municipal Solid lltasle in lhe [Jniled Stoles. lJnited States Environlltental Protectiorl

5ó Kiser,J.l-.. 199l. NationctlsolidWasreslv4anapentenl ,4ssocictlion. Journal ofAirWasteManagenlentVol 4lNo 9.

September 1991, p. I l6l.
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. separating material from the waste stream either at source or a central

materials recovery facilitY;

. transporting and processing the separated materials for use as

replacements for virgin materials;

. managing the wastes from separation and recycling;

. returning the materials to beneficial use or to commerce;

. selling the recycled product to consumers'57

4.3.4 Composting

Composting is "...low temperature partial oxidation of the easily degradable

proteins, fats, simple sugars and carbohydrates contained in plant cells and animal

tissues"; and when used as a MSW management strategy can reduce the volume

composted by 50% and "consumes about 50% of the organic mass (on a dry weight

basis), which is released mainly as CO2 and water"'58

Composting technologies differ mainly in the manner in which oxygen is

tlansferred into the composting material, either passively, actively or in an anaerobic

environment. In all composting systems the following variables should be optimized

. feedstock and Particle size;

' bacteria, fungi and protozoa, which cause the reaction;

57
l99l

NSWM,,\. l9gl. l?.ecvclineinrheStates:1990. Revierv,National SolidWastcManagetrentAssociation,Washington,D.C
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5g Guptâ, B. & Shephcrd, P. lgg2. D(tto Sltilmdrrt qf Municipal Sol¡d lhoste M(:núeemenl Altenlalives" Yolunrc l Texl

/ìeporl, National l{cnewable Energy Laboratory. U.S Departrlient of Energy
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. additional nutuients (nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium and trace metals);

. pH, which should range between 4.5 and 8.5 during the composting cycle;

. aeration, except in anaerobic systems;

. moisture content, which should be greater than IZYo but not saturated; and

. prooess ïesidence time.5e

As a waste management strategy, the Composting Council of Canada estimates

that "centr alizedcomposting now diverts l|o/o of the volume of the organic fraction of

Canada's waste stream."60 Given that the waste stream at The Forks is about 70%

organic, there is a greatopportunity for The Forks North Portage Partnership to reduce the

amount of material being sent to landfill each year by composting organic matter.

4.4 Roles and Benefits of Composting

All forms of composting fall within the third R - recycle - in the hierarchy of the 3

R's (reduce? reuse and recycle) waste management system. Composting is the recycling of

the organic portion of the solid waste stream. As outlined by the Composting Council of

Canada,"the hierarchy of composting starts with the individual household using backyard

composting to recycle organics, and moves through 'mid-scale composting' to large

59 Ibid.

60 Conrposting Council of Canada, 1995, Nationul Survett O-f (lonposlinç. Opcrctliotts In Conacla: Secontl ecliliott Coniposting

Council ofCanada.
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centralized composting systems"6l such as the Edmonton Regional Co-Composter being

planned to handle all of the City of Edrnonton's oïganic component of the waste stream.62

The driving force behind all forms of composting in Canada is the agreement

between the federal and provincial Ministers of the Environment to reduce Canada's

waste stream by 50%by the year 2000. On average, the waste stream at The Forks is

composed of 7TYo organic material, currently all landfilled. This material can be diverted

and converted into an environmentally friendly product known as compost'

The objectives of composting are to:

. convert biodegradable organic waste into a biologically stable product

while reducing the original volume of waste;

. relain the nutrient content of the organic waste fraction (nitrogen,

phosphorus, potassium and minerals);

. produce a product that can be used to support plant growth and improve

soil structure; and

. destroy pathogens or unwanted micro-organisms, insect eggs and weed

seeds.63

6l ConrpostingCo¡ncil ofCanada, 1995.(.'.ompostins'l-echnolosiesandPraclices:AGuidelt'orDecisiottMdkers. Cìomposting

Cìouncil ofCanada. p, 5

62 personal conrmuuication lvith Mark Brostroln, Office of the Etrvironment, P.W., The City of Edmonton Public Works,

October 1996.

63 Ibid. p. 5
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Composting of the organic fraction of the waste stream can provide a number of

benefits. First, according to Martin & Gershuny, the addition of compost can provide

extra organic material necessary to improve the structure of both clay and sandy soils to

create a more ideal soil for plant growth; as well, improved soil structure can also provide

protection against drought and erosion, improve aeration and the release of nutrients

along with chemical buffering and neutralization of toxins.6a Second, it requires relatively

little energy to produce a valuable end-product and the process generates heat that can be

harvested and used to supplement climate control in adjacent buildings. Third,

composting can potentially divert the organic fraction of the waste stream for processing

and reuse, extending the life of landfills as well as remove the possibility of creating

odorous compounds that can escape or enter surface and groundwater systems.

To summarize, composting and compost is useful on several counts:

. it improves soil structure, texture, aeration and water retention;

. clay soils are lightened when mixed with compost and sandy soils retain

water better; and

. mixing compost with soil aids erosion control, soil fertility, proper pH

balance and healthy root development'

A national survey of composting operations in Canada shows that the number of

composting facilities across the country has risen by 17% from 137 facllities (in 1993) to

64 Martin, D.. arrd Gerslrurry, G., 1992. The Rotlale ßook ol'Contnoslinç. Rodale Press, Pennsylvania. p 13-25.
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162 factlities (in 1995). The survey estimates the organic fraction of Canada's waste

stream to be about 6.2 million tonnes per year and concludes that centralized composting

is diverting 11% of the volume of Canada's waste stream from landfill sites.65 This

suggests that composting is slowly becoming an accepted form of waste management in

Canada. However, not all provinces are equally far advanced with respect to publishing or

promulgating guide-lines or regulations with respect to the production and use of

compost. The CCC state that, from east to west, the provinces that are the most advanced

with respect to regulating the production and use of compost are Nova Scotia, New

Brunswick, Quebec, Ontario and British Columbia.66 In terms of numbers of composting

operations, Ontario ranks hrst with 56 (43 public, 13 private), Quebec is second with 30

and Manitoba ranks sixth with 8 (all public). Appendix B contains results of the survey.

Composting in Canada has made advances as a waste management strategy and

also as a form of recycling that produces an environmentally responsible and desirable

product. As is evident over and over again in the literature, if we are to meet the accepted

goal of 50olo waste reduction by the year 2000, the increased use of compost is essential.

65 Cornposting Council of Canada, 1995. National St.tvq, of Cotnpostins Ooeralions in (lúnada; secontl Editiotl. Composting

Council of Canada, MaY. 1995

66 Ibid. p ll
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4.5 Government Jurisdiction

Composting facilities can fall under the jurisdiction of all three levels of

government. In the planning and implementation of a composting facility it is important

to secure the necessary permits as far in advance of program implementation as possible'

4.5.1 Federal Jurisdiction

Jurisdiction at the federal level stems from the administration, by Agriculture and

Agri-Food Canada,of the Fertilizer Act, which regulates fertilizers and soil supplements

sold in Canada. Therefore, compost is regulated by Agriculture and Agri-Foods Canada

when it is sold as a soil amendment or as a product with plant nutrient claims.

Composting operations which use the composted material on-site or give it away avoid

the conditions of this piece of federal legislation.

4.5.2 Provincial Jurisdiction

The provinces and territories regulate the disposal and use of wastes, such as

composting feedstock, and therefore, the production and use of compost. Manitoba has no

composting guidelines in place, unlike ontario and British columbia.

4.5.3 Municipal Jurisdiction

Except for the 'Leaf-It-with us' program, the city of winnipeg has no

centralized or mid-scale composting operations. At the municipal level offensive bins are

dealt with on a case by case basis.

Page /O
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4.6 Compost QualitY Standards

Recognizing the significant growth of composting as a waste management

strategy, the Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment (CCME) Solid Waste

Management Task Group established a national committee to develop guidelines for

compost products. The guidelines have been established to protect public health, the

environment, and ensure that compost products are able to be used beneficially' The

CCME guidelines will also "help secure compost as a beneficial soil amendment,

increase the demand for organic materials, and encourage Source separation."6T

As noted above, different sets of standards for several aspects of compost exists

among the federal and provincial regulators. In 1993 an agreement was reached between

stakeholders in an attempt to develop compost standards that provide a significant level

of national standards while being flexible enough to allow for different regional interests

and issues. Appendix C outlines the guidelines for compost quality as adopted by the

Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment'

4.7 Summary

This chapter has presented an overview of the most common municipal solid

waste management strategies in place today, describing the life cycle of the waste stream

from generation through separation and storage, to collection, transfer and transport and

67 Cana<lian Council ol'Ministers of tlre Environment, 1996. Guitlelines For Conutost Oualilv Canadian Cataloguing in

Publication Data.
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fi¡ally disposal. Further this chapter has discussed the role and benefits of composting

within the context of the U.S. EPA 3'R hierarchy of waste management strategies -

reduce, reuse and recycle - identifying that it falls within the recycling category. Some

potential benefits of composting were also identified, namely that: it converts organic

waste into a stable product while reducing the original volume of waste; it retains the

nutrient content of the organic waste fraction; and it produces a product that can be used

to support plant growth and improve soil structure. These are benefits commensurate to

the concept of an environmental project at The Forks as identified by The Forks North

Portage Partnership in the Business Plan It fits with the development of a Market Garden

at The Forks. The area identihed for a garden is in need of reconditioning of the soil. It

also reduces the volume of waste that will be sent to landfill, in turn reducing the cost

associated with waste disposal.
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Chapter Five

IMPLEMENTING COMPOSTII\G AT THE FORKS

5.0 Introduction

This chapter synthesizes the knowledge gained from the previous chapters and

outlines a program for implementing composting as an alternative waste management

strategy at The Forks. It begins with a description of the waste management planning

process used. A comparison and assessment of the options identified is outlined and a

strategy for implementing the plan over a def,rned planning period is given'

5.1 Planning Process

The purpose of the waste management plan is to set out how The Forks North

portage Partnership will manage waste material over the course of the prescribed

planning period. The planning process followed for this study consists of four tasks. This

four task process reflects a typical decision-making model where a problem is identified.

alternative solutions are considered. and each evaluated for the purpose of selecting a

preferred course of action. The four tasks are: identify the problem or opportunity;
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determine the waste management system and diversion alternatives; assess options; and

implement the plan. The hrst four chapters have dealt directly with tasks one, two and

three and prepared the framework for task four.

The i¡itial step task in this process was to identify the waste management problem

or opportunity. Information accumulated established the foundation upon which the entire

planning process was based. As outlined in the rationale and project scope, waste

management at'Ihe Forks did not present a problem so much as an opportunity. The

opportunity, identified in Chapter One, suggests reuse of the organic portion of the on-site

waste stream versus discarding it in the City owned landfill, thus encouraging nutrient

recycling. Composting and reuse of organic material will aid in creation of a nascent

ecological system and recondition degraded soil conditions.

Task two identified an efficient waste management system. Research for this

project focussed on mid-scale composting at The Forks. The Partnership has proposed a

Market Garden as one project that could assist in achieving selÊsufficiency. Composting

the organic portion of the waste stream is compatible with a Market Garden, allowing for

recycling of nutrients. The composted material can be used as soil conditioner.

The third task assessed available composting technologies. Chapter Three outlined

the various technologies available and described the pros and cons of each. Methods

range from simple piling (windrows) to more complex closed systems (in-vessel) and

vermicomposting.
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Chapter Four described the role and benefits of composting within the hierarchy

of mu¡icipal solid waste management strategies. Further, the chapter outlined

jurisdictions governing the establishment of composting facilities. Insight into compost

quality standards to be adopted for the use and sale of composted material'

The remainder of this chapter focuses on the fourth task: implementation. This

includes education, compliance, enforcement, design and location, and obstacles. The

implementation of a successful composting project at The Forks is dependent upon

several key factors: technology to be used, location, separation offeedstock supplying the

system, and the number of staff required to maintain the operation.

5.2 Education

A strong commitment is required if implementation of a composting program is to

be successful. The Forks North Portage Partnership must establish responsibilities,

practices, procedures and resources.

Composting can only take place if the raw materials are present. As noted,

approximately 500 tonnes of compostable material per year is generated annually at The

Forks. The challenge lies in separating this material from the overall waste stream. A

source separated waste stream requires less in-plant processing, lowering the overall cost

of any composting technique used.
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Individual businesses at the Forks feed the waste stream daily. Program

implementation will require each business to separate waste into compostable and non-

compostable material.

Recommendation: The Forks North Portage Partnership adopt and

adapt the source separation program established by the Quick Service

Restaurant Council of Canada (QSRC).

QSRC developed a source separation program that allows participating restaurants

to divert food and paper waste from going to landfill. The QSRC program bought

specialized equipment, produced informational materials, and provided extensive training

in each restaurant. Equipment used consisted of bins and clear plastic bags. These ensures

quality control, allowing materials to be identified thus assist in the reduction of

contaminants. Appendix D further outlines QSRC's program.

It can be assumed that every business operating at The Forks produces some

compostable material. Each business will require a bin suitable for separating

compostable and non-compostable materials. Bins should be lined with plastic bags to

ease collection and transporlation of organic material. Suitable bags are economical and

readily available. Success of this program is totally dependant upon the well trained and

dedicated participants.

Recommendation: The Forks North Portage Partnership appoint a

coordinator who witl be responsible for the monitoring and

maintenance of the source separation program.
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A source separation program will be a new concept at The Forks. Training of

tenants and staff will be fundamental to the program's success. The program will require

a coordinator, who should be responsible for training of tenants and staff, and general

management of the program. This includes communicating the importance of source

separation and the benefits of composting on site. The coordinator should also oversee the

regular monitoring of the bins to control contamination of the feedstock'

QSRC's experience identified the importance of educating staff on all aspects of

the program: what the plan is; what material to separate, where the material is going, and;

what the benefits of the program are.

Currently, waste material is collected and concentrated in the compactor area af

the rear of The Forks Market for pick-up and delivery to the landfill. In the new system,

compostable material can also be collected during regular maintenance rounds and

concentrated in a similar common area, in preparation for biological conversion.

5.3 Composting TechnologY

Any composting technology chosen requires feedstock to ensure continued

operation. Section 5.2 outlined a program to extract and centrally locate the necessary

feedstock from the current waste stream. The source separation program should mimic

the source separation program established by the QSRC in Ontario.
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The literature review revealed that many commercial establishments sort waste for

composting, however, the material is removed and processed at a centralized facility off-

site. This option is not available to The Forks, as a large scale centralized composting

facility is not available in Manitoba. A centralized composting facility was established in

Winnipeg in 1991, however, this facility uses the windrow method of composting and

only accepts leaves as the feedstock, sevelely limiting contributors.

Four compost technology assessment criteria were identified in Chapter Three.

Technical criteria stated thal acomposting system must be operable year round. Research

confirmed that each of the methods identified had been demonstrated year round in an

area with similar climatic conditions as Winnipeg.

The chosen composting system must control odours to mitigate adverse affects on

adjacent development. The greatest potential for odour pollution comes with using one of

the open windrow rnethods. The best odour control is provided by in-vessel, anaerobic, or

vermicomposting sYstems.

Leachate must also be considered. In-vessel systems provide the best leachate

control as they are directly connected to the sanitary sewer. Windrow methods can be

problematic with run-off and ground water contamination, as well as problems with dust.

noise, odour and litter. The open windrow method presents the greatest potential for

problems with dust noise and litter.
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Given the public populadty of The Forks and its downtown location, the

particular composting system chosen for the site must not add undue burden to site

malntenance.

Research showed that in-vessel systems are able to process the widest range of

material. The windrow method is limited to organic matter, vermicomposting can handle

small quantities of animal products, and in-vessel systems are able to accommodate

relatively large amounts of animal products and all organic matter. Chapter Three

highlighted the necessity of a composting system at The Forks to handle a wide range of

feedstock material.

Based o¡ knowledge gained from the planning process, presented in the first four

chapters, the position of this practicum is that the Partnership should consider an in-

vessel composting system. As noted, windrow methods have a much larger land

requirement and greater potential for litter, groundwater contamination and odour

pollution than in-vessel systems. It is the authot's opinion that vermicomposting would

not be satisfactory due to the scale of the program. Research concluded that an in-vessel

system best meets the technical, economic, environmental and educational criteria'

Recommendation: The Forks North Portage Partnership introduce an

in-vessel system as the composting technology for use on site as a

waste mânagement technique.

In-vessel systems have several positive features. Biohlters control odours,

mitigating the negative affects of odour and dust. Pests are also kept to a minimum
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because material is enclosed not open to invasion. Leachate can be managed by

connecting the system directly to a sanitary sewer. The feedstock material is not exposed

to the elements, thus controlling excess litter. In-vessel systems are able to accommodate

the broadest range of feedstock materials. In addition, the land area requirements are

about half that required by windrow methods and the processing time is considerably less

than other methods. However, implementation of in-vessel systems is considerably more

expensive than other methods due to the capital cost of equipment.

public acceptance is critical to the success of a composting program at busy

attraction, such as The Forks. An in-vessel system located close to The Forks Market

would be highly visible and could have considerable educational potential' Business

owners and employees must understand the benefits of composting and fully participate

in the program. These individuals may be opposed to a program if it is perceived to add

cost, create inconvenience or change work routines. Proximity to The Market would

allow ease of access and an opportunity to observe the success of the composting process

Environmental virtues alone will not ensure the acceptance of an in-vessel or any

other composting system. Sound ecological design principles aside, the program must be

cost effective and reduce the expense of managing waste'
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5.4 Design and Location

The in-vessel system has to be capable ofprocessing, on average' one tonne of

organic waste per day. Currently, a staff of seven (4 full time and 3 part time employees)

currently collect and concentrate the waste generated in The Market. The new system

must be integrated within the current waste management system and not incur additional

labour costs. Each business is responsible for transporting the waste it generates to the

garbagechute (a 40 cubic yard compactor). It is the author's position that the in-vessel

composting system should replace this compactor bin. In order to do this the system has

to utilize a continuous flow through process. This will allow for the required daily feeding

of material into the system. Research found that a fully enclosed flow through in-vessel

system that would meet the needs of the Partnership is currently operating at the Ontario

Science Centre (OSC).

Recommendation: The Forks North Portage Partnership acquire a

fully enclosed flow through in-vessel composting system similar to the

osc,s but adapted to process L to 2 tonnes per day of feedstock.

Appendix E provides greater information on the Wright Environmental

Management in-vessel composting system. Edward Boyd, a principle at Wright

Environmental, suggests that a similar system to the one used by OSC could be

implemented at The Forks for a capital cost of $250,000. Current yearly expenditures for

collection and removal of waste at The Forks is about $50,000. The projections of the

waste audit data (Appendix A) suggest 70Yo of the waste stream can be diverted from
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landfìll, composted. and reused on site as a soil conditioner. Assuming a comparable

savings on yearly tipping and hauling fees, about $35.000, an in-vessel system could pay

for itself within a six year period'

Boyd suggests the footprint of the composter required for i to 2 tonnes of material

per day would be about twelve feet by 35 feet. This is not signihcantly larger than the

current 40 cubic yard compactor bin. Figure 4 illustrates the footprint of the in-vessel

system in relation to the current bin.

The composting process reduces the volume of material by 50%. One tonne of

material would be approximately 10 cubic yards of material with a uniform particle size'

Uniform pafticle size is achieved through shredding and mixing of the material as it

enters the system. With a 14 to 20 day processing retention span, the end product comes

out as a soil-like, nutrient rich humus. The end product can be collected and transported

to the location identified for the Market Garden for further curing (Figure 3,p.22) two

vehicles capable of transporting the material from the proposed in-vessel location to The

Market Garden site are currently is use.

Utilizing a flow through in-vessel system as the primary waste management

strategy at The Forks will accomplish four objectives:

. reduction of material transported to landfill;

. reduction of costs associated with the current waste stream management

sYstem;
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a reuse of the organic fraction of the waste stream;

recycling of nutrients, creating a cyclical ecological system capable of

regenerating itself year after year.

a
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Figure 4 . Proposed Location of Recommended
Composting System at The Forks Market
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5.5 Summary

This chapter described the details of an implementation strategy for on site mid-

scale composting at The Forks. The planning plocess was emphasized in the

recommended composting program. This suggested that implementation of an in-vessel

composting system best fit the needs (technical, economic, environmental and

educational criteria) of the site. The benefits of composting highlighted throughout this

practicum, lead the authour to conclude that an in-vessel composting system should

replace the current cycle of disposing compostable material in the landfill. This would lay

the foundation of a closed ecological system at The Forks'
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Chapter Six

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMEI{DATIONS

6.0 Introduction

This chapter reviews the study objectives, presents the authour's conclusions and

closes with a list and explanation of recommendations.

6.1 Summary

This practicum was undertaken to investigate an opportunity that was presented to

The Forks North Portage Partnership during preparation of the Business Plqn It began

with a waste characterization study of The Forks. This study found that around 70o/o of

the waste stleam generated by The Forks Market was organic in nature. Future

development on the site will surely increase waste byproducts and the need to address

effective management of these materials.

A Market Garden has been recommended within Phase II developments. This

project is intended to embrace the Partnership's commitment to implement and
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environmental project. The Market Garden concept is based upon sustainable design

principles and environmental technologies. As a result, the 500 tonnes of organic waste

generated annually at The Forks will be reused on the site to recondition the soil for the

growing of produce to be sold commercially. The intent is to mimic the natural ecosystem

by replacing the current through-put system with a cyclical one'

The purpose of this practicum was to identify appropdate composting

technologies commensurate with present development at The Forks, and develop

implementation strategies to introduce an in-vessel systern as part of the waste

management strategy employed by the Partnership. Four objectives were established:

reuse the organic portion of the waste stream to recondition soil for a Market Garden;

reduce the amount of artificial nutrients entering system; implement a cyclical ecological

system as a model for continuing development of the site; and save money on waste

disposal.

The Partnership is charged with the continuing task of restoring the site to a

meeting place - a "human habitat" - from an abandoned rail yard. This includes cultural,

political and social systems that function within and as part of the natural environment.

The argument presented suggests that if the Partnership is to restore this habitat it should

mimic the "natural system" which has been able to sustain itself for 3.8 billion years.

principles of industrial ecology were presented as a model to guide future development at

The Forks.
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Industrial ecology involves developing interconnected manmade ecosystems that

fully integrate with natural global ecosystem. Industrial ecology states that: there is no

such thing as waste; life giving nutrients for one species are derived from the

decomposition of another; materials and energy are endlessly circulated and transformed;

natural systems are dynami c, and; cooperation and competition go hand in hand in a

natural system. The intent of composting organic material on site is to demonstrate that

principles of industrial ecology can and should be applied to planning and future

development at The Forks.

An on site, mid-scale composting operation in conjunction with a Market Garden

would emulate a natural system. Instead of being a throughput system where production,

use and disposal are separated, a cyclical system mimicking a natural system could be

created, closing the loop of waste management. Chapter Two discussed how combining

composting and locating food production at The Forks makes it possible to close nutrient

cycles associated with human food production and consumption.

The Forks is entering the second phase of development. The Partnership is intent

upon the "Meeting Place" theme and is incorporating "Making Connections" aS a

planning and development goal. "Making Connections" is also implicit in the industrial

ecology model. While, the Partnership has established principles of industrial ecology in

the plcmning and Development Guidelines, the concept is not explicitly recognized,

something that must occur if the principles of industrial ecology are to be used as a model
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for future developrnent. Composting in conjunction with the Market Garden could be an

important catalyst in the demonstration of sustainable ecological urban design'

6.2 Conclusions

A primary objective of this practicum was to identify alternative composting

technologies that could be used for organic waste managelnent at The Forks. The Market

Garden concept that was identif,red by the Partnership as one of the projects for Phase II

Development that could assist in achieving financial self-sufhciency. Composting

represents an important economic, educational and environmental opportunity for The

Forks.

The Partnership is committed to the implementation of innovative programs and

projects that benefit Winnipeg's downtown and now has the opportunity to continue its

strong leadership in the downtown revtfalization. There is public expectation for

excellence at The Forks. By implementing the outlined composting project, the

parlnership can demonstrate the ecological principle of nutrient recycling and begin to

establish a biological infrastructure for The Forks.

Another objective was to present a plan and implementation strategy for the

introduction of organic waste disposal alternatives into the current waste management

strategy. The composition of the waste stream at The Forks changes from day to day and

from season to season. A system is required that can accept a wide variety of feedstock
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material. In Chapter Three. eight different composting options were identified' These

ranged from windrow methods, to mechanical enclosed systems and vermicomposting

6.3 Recommendations

Chapter Five presented four recommendations:

i. Adopt and adapt the source separation program established by the Quick

Service Restaurant Council of Canada;

ii. Appoint a coordinator to be responsible for the monitoring and

maintenance of the source separation program;

iii. Introduce an in-vessel system as the composting technology;

iv. Acquire a fully enclosed flow through in-vessel composting system similar

to the OSC's, and adapted to process 1 to 2 tonnes per day of feedstock.

In addition, the PaftnershiP should:

v. Explicitly recognize the concept of industrial ecology and ecological

design in tlie Planning and Development Guidelines, thus establishing the

framework for creating a biological infrastructure for future development;

vi. Determine an implernentation time line for this project. There is suff,rcient

economic, environmental and educational incentive to implement this

progfam;
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v11 Approve sufficient funds for capital costs and further research for

completion of the above recommendations'

6.4 Opportunities for Further Study

This practicum outlined a process for implementing composting on site as a

demonstration of ecological design principles. How composting technology functionally

connects to other processes by creating a nutrient cycle that mimics naturally occurring

decomposition cycles was fully discussed. Continuing study should be undertaken to

explore how all functions, projects and development at The Forks are' or can be'

interconnected. For example, a new hydroponic operation, Growing Prospects

Incorporated, to be located in the CN Garage adjacent to The Forks, will generate heat

energy that could easily be captured and re-used in some other capacity.

Further study will be required regarding quantities of compost needed for soil

reclamation in the area identified for the Market Garden. Soil studies and other chemical

analysis will also be needed on a continuing basis as the Market Garden is established'

Other opportunities should also be explored. For example. it rnay be possible to

harvest the heat generated by the decomposition process. It is not known at this time if

leachate can be purified and reused on site rather than evacuated through the sewer

system. Other opportunities may also present'
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The Forks is an integral thread in the tapestry of the downtown community. It is

connected to the biophysical environment to which it must positively contribute. The

opportunity now exists for The Forks North Portage Partnership to incorporate principles

of ecological design in present and future development and create an ecological

infrastructure at The Forks. The Market Garden and composting projects present good

opportunities for the practical application of ecological design principles. The key is to

implement these projects now, and continue to implement and perfect the principles of

industrial ecology in the continued design and development of The Forks'
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National survey of composting operations in canada
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INTRODUCTION

The fî¡st national survey of composting facilities ín canada was conducÍed from November 1992 úvough March 1993'

Done by Micrrael ciuså anJpi. r-r-u"rt ot¡.r, ãr the Sctrool of Engineering of the university of Guelph' the survey

results were published jointly by En¡ironmer¡t canada and The c'omposting council of canada'

This survey is an update of the 1gg3 effort on the ba.sis of telephone intervieun during the summe¡ of 1994 and the

first three months of tg95. ln addition to info'iation on *tpotting sites in eacl¡ province or teritory the survey

includes summaries of the regulatory regime rpprt*¡r" in th;vario;s provincial an¿ terito¡al jurisdictions in canada

*i ft i*p*t to the sitíng of ómposiing facilities and the use of compost'

The survey is a collectíve effort between The composting council of canada, Environment canada and all pro'incial

or territorial Ministries and Deparunents of th;-E t;t*;ent. The latter supplied descriryfons of the regulstory regime

in their respective juris¿¡"ti*r, æ well * *pio of Acts, Regurations an¿ bì¡¿etines with resp€ct to the producfion

and rse of compost. Their cooperarion in pdrn"; n¡" áo""r-.*l is.gratefullyg*:*1{g3, as is lhe financial

support roceived for carrying oJt tl¡s ".* ñ-ú"r*r*, canadíond thõ ontario Minisrry of Environment and

il'.tgy, including the Ontario Environmental Youth Corps'

SURVEY RESI.'LTS

Thble I shons the results of the 1993 and 1995 national surveys of composting facilities in canada'

. The 1gg5 survey identifies a total of 162 facilities, 112 municipal and 50 prívate' This reflects a growth rate

of approximat ely l?voor an increas e of zlfacilities versus 19ô3 (an increa'se of 11 municipal and 14 private

facilities).

oTheProvinceofontarioandqucueccontiquetohavethelargestnumberoffacilities,accountingfor36
facilities or 53Vo of total'

o The most significant growth in thenumber of composting facilities hæ been in Alberta (an increase of +7

sites to 19 facilities) and New Stt'**i"k (an increàie of +? sites to 14 facilities)' This increase is

atrributable to greater empha.sis "" 
;;;;ihg's role in the provinces integrated wa'ste management plan as

well as potentialty improved survey coverage'

. The increase in priiate faciliries (an increase o1 +26sites to 50 facilíties) is due in part to improved sr¡rvey

coverage, p*¡"li*ri in the Province of Quêbec' and ín Pan' to real increase'

Tbble I
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What lhese figures do not reveal, however, is the significår¡t incfea'se in quantities ol organlc wa'sle processed 8t these

facilities. The 1993 *u*.y J*i*ø that the total annual smount of organic w&s!9 processed was 275'000 tonnes'

This has íncreased to 
"pfo*i-ttely 

697,000 torines onnually' an increase of l54%'

If we estímate that the total organic ftadion of Canada's waste stream is approximatell-ót? million tonnes p€f year' we

;;;.i"d" trrat ärtralirøämposting now diverts llvo of the volume vestts 4'470 in 1993'

The most cofnmon processing technology continues to be windrows; with naturally or actively aerated statíc piles as

the second 
',,o., 

*',-*i-""ñoofogy. lã-"essel s'6tefns exist 8t 9 sites, excluding on-site composting'

Tbble 2 shows the relative share of the public (municipal) composting facilities a.s compared to the private operations in

addítion to the total and absolute uuo"go of processed waste ior those facilities reporting quantity. The "adjusted

average,, is calculated by deletirrg the largest operations from {th-lrnes 
(ie. in the cæe of the municipal facilities'

Metro Tbronto was o"tucø *¿ L* composts du euébec, in Québ€c, and consolidated Envirowaste in Abbotsford,

B.c. were excluded r.o*ã" private facilities). After these adjustments, it appears that the private facilities hwe, on

average, approximatel y 2,54i tonrres more throughput annually than municipal facilities'

Tbble 2

Annual Tbnnages of Proc¿ssed Waste as Reportcd by Publtc and Pr{vate faclllties for 1994

Total tonnage in 1994

tonncr .À

Average
tonnage
per Dlant

Index
to Total

Adjusted
tonnage per
ulant

Inder
to Total

Municipal tt2 293,014 42 2,616 6l 2.009 't2

Private 50 403,570 58 8.071 188 4,554 164

Total t62 696.584 100 4.300 2,777

THE REGUI,ATORY EI{VIRONMENT

ir-- In addition to reporting the number of centralized composting facilities in Canada, this survey also considered the
i;'. . 

regulatory regime across the country as it applies to compost production and use.

As can be seen from the following sections, not allprovinces are eguatþ far advanæd with re$pq:Uo nqþlishing or 
-

promqlgating-gUidslines or regglãtions with reSpdlplhe DfodrUfion and use of compost. Going from east to west, the

pro"rn"es tratãe tfre most advanced with respect to regulating the production and use of compost are Nova Scotia,

New Brunswich Québec, Ontario, and British Columbia. Each prod-neial.scçtion o,n the øllou¿ingifagiesis+refaced

wrü¿ sugur-rarroithe appllcable reg¡latg¡y -rggime, as well as address€s of the responsible authorities in that province

oit.oitory. For specificäqoiti"s, ttte reaoeiis advised to consult the original regulatory documents and to contact the

appropriate provincial or territorial authority.

At the time of this survey, trro national sets of discr¡ssions are proceeding with respect to national compost quality

standards. The first set of discussions is taking place under the aegis of the Canadian Council of Ministers of the

Envirorunent (CCME), whereas the second set of discr¡ssions, with emphasis on industry participation, is being led by

the Bu¡eau de normallsation du Québec (BNQ), acting on behalf of the Standards Council of C¿nada.

The Standards Council of Canada (SCC) coordinates voluntary industry standardization activities in Canada, and

represents Canada in the International Organization for Standardization (ISO). Five standards-writing organizations

are accredited by the scc; one is the BNQ. Within the scc, the BNQ is recognized as having primary responsibility

for fertilizations, organic fertilizers and soil zupplements. As such, the BNQ is the only standards-writing organization

of the scc accredited to develop industry standards for compost.

The two sets ofstandards are, in part, based on the concept ofno-netdegradation, and in part, on the concept ofbest

achievable results. The no-netdegradation approach requires that the application of compost with certain

concentrations of heavy metals nol change the normal background levels of those compounds in the environment. The

., hrþachievable-results approach takes tlut to be the standard. The development of the two sets of standards now being

. discussed in Canada has'been guide.d by the no-netdegradation approach, but has taken into account the provincial

II
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r Limits for chromium and copper are still being considered for class B under theccME standard'

As can be seen from Table 3, both proposed standards recognize two 'tiers' of quality: Class A (and AA) and B' Class

A (and AA) compost wodd Ír,ave no ,ot iaio* * to ¡s uõ, 
-yhe¡eas 

the use of Class B compost could be governed by

provincial regulation and would tpically be restricted to applications related to forest lands and roadsides, the

rehabilitation of mine sites, and other landscaping potpor.r. Ttre designatioru class AA under the BNQ proposal,

refers to Class A compost that is free of foreign material'

In terms of international comparison, the proposed CCME/BNQ standard falls in a family of environmenølly-stringent

standatds that t¡ave been set fär the Nettre¿ands, Austria, Germany, Denmarþ switzerland, an{ $ose 
proposed for

Italy. The family includes the Canadian provincíal standards for British Columbia, Ontario, and Nova Scotia'

standard of British columbia which is based on'what is achievable through well-managed source-separation

programs.. The two approaches produce rather stringent, but harmonized results as can be seen in Table 3'

Table 3

CONCENTRATION OF TRACE ELEMENT UNITS FOR CANADIAN NATIONAL COMPOST AS

PROPOSED BY CCME AND BNQ in mg/kg drv weight

MARKETS

tlro as a waste
The

will allow ever-increasing use compost for

is to meet its target of S}q/owaste reduction

This is the first survey in which the respondents were asked about the markets for their product; The answers show the

increased importance of agricultural an¿ trorticuttural applications of composl, particularly-in Atlantic Canada' Quebec

and western canada. wttr ¡n"r""r.d onderstanding of ihe horticulturat and aeri-cultural advantages of cômpost will

**. in"r."r"d d.*-íãããñlãr uct for a host of applications as a soil

amendment and growing medium.

Heavy Metal CCME/BNQ ProPosal
AA

CCME Proposal
Catesorv B

BNQ Proposal
Category B

Arsenic l3 75 75

Cadmium 3 20 20

Cobalt 34 150 150

Chromium 2IO t 1060

100 * 757

0.8 5 5

Molvbdenum 5 20 20

Nickel 62 180 180

IÆad 150 500 500

Selenium 2 l4 L4

Zinc 500 1850 1850

III
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Readers' Comments

The Canadian Council of Ministers of the Envi¡onment (CCME) is the major intergovernm"ltul 
-

forum in canada for discussion and joint action on environmental issues of national, international'

and global concern. The 13 member governments work as partners in developing nationally

,ooriræot environmental standards, practices, and legislation'

Readers who wish to comment on this report should add¡ess their comments to:

Wasæ Treatment Division
HazardousWaste Branch
Bnvi¡onmental Prot€ction Service

Environment.Canada
Ottawa, Ontario
KlA OH3

Ce rapport est aussi disponible en français sous le titre:

Critères de qualité du comPost. l

For additional copies of this report' please contact:

CCME Documents
c/o Manitoba Statutory Publications

200 Vaughn Street

Winnipeg, Manitoba
R3C 1T5

a (2m)94s4ffi
El eu)e4s-7r72
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Abstract

interests, and ßsues.

Recognizíng the tikcrihood of sígnífícant growth within the composting industry and the potential

hcalth and envircrunentol concerns 
^roiiotrdwíth 

compost, the )CME SolídWaste Managernent

Task Group estabtished 4 n,tion*l commíttee to develop qu,Iíty guidelínes for compost that is sold

or gíven away. The ccME, Agriculture andAgri'Foo¿ c*o¿o" and the Bureau dc normalisation t

Québec agreedto cootdinttteá¡on, n an aneinpt to develop compost y*!.F tløt'prcvíde a

sígníficant rever of c:onsísten{ wh¡le bins Ítuibt, enough to øciomodate díferent (e.g., regional)

These cornpost guidcthes arc based on the folrowhgfour_críteríafor pruduct safery and qualíty:

forcignrflattcr, maturity, patløgens, and trãce elements' These gií't"l¡'n1 
^ttempt 

to htegrate tlrc

concept tlut erposune *'a, ntrsral pin of rískW estabtishíng-two Srades lytrcstrícted 
and

restr¡cted. grade) of materíat. T'rvse guaiu*t wíIt hetp protect pubríc heatth ry !!" envítotunent,

andhctp cornposthg to dcvelop as an ímportant wastelresource management solutíott'
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Glossary

):

Aerated. statíc pilecomposting is a heap of compostable maærials so formed as to promote the

aprobic decompositioã of the organic *ãttrt Ventilation is either provided by passive or

forcedaeration,ratherthanthroughfrequentagiøtion.

Compostis a solid matufe product resulting from cornposting. Compostinq, yhich includes a

thermophilic phase, is a managed f*"rt of bio-oxidation of a solid heterogeneous organic

substate.

Contanhanf is an elemenÇ compound, substance, organism, or form of energy which through its

pnesence or concenEation causes an adverse effect on the natural environment or impairs

human use of the environmenL

Forcígn matter tsany rnatter resulting from human intervention and made up of organic or inorganic

components such as metal, gl.s, synthetic polymers (e.g., plastic and rubber) that may be

present in the compost. Foreign .ãtæt doei not include mineral soils, woody material, and

rocks.

In-vesselcomposting is a diverse group of composting methods in which composting maærials are

contained inl reactor or vèssel; the purpose is to maintain optimal conditions for

comPosting.

Munícípat sotídwaste (MSW),for the purpose of this guideline, means solid non-haza¡dous refuse

that originates from residential, ináusrial, commercial, institutional, demolition, land

clearing, or constn¡ction sources

patløgensare organisms, inclurling some bacteria, vin¡.ses, fuogt, and parasitgs, that a¡e capable of

producing an infection or disease in a susceptibte human, animal, or plant host.

Studgeis a semi-sotid substance consisting of settled sewage solids combinqd with varying amounts

of water and dissolved materials generaæd from municipal or indusrial wastewater

. heatment Plants.

Source separatíonrefers to the separation of wastes into specific types of material at the point of

generation.

fiærnophílíc pløse is a biological phase in the composting pnocess characærized by the
'p*¿o.io*"" 

of active micro-organisms which thrive at a temperature range of 45 to 75'C'.

Wittdtowsare elongated piles of triangular or t¡apezoidal cross-section that are turned in order to

aprata and blend the material
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Section I

Introduction

In tggz,Canadians disposed of about
21 milliontonnes (Environment Canada 1995)

of municipal solid waste each year, and organic

waste makes up a significant fraction of this

amount (about 5O7o). If waste reduction targets

setby the Canadian Counsil of Minisærs of the

Envi¡onment (CCI\'íE) arp to bc achieved (5O%

reduction by the year 2000, relative to a 1988

base year), the composting of organic waste

maþrial is essential.

Several standard-setting organizations across

Canada a¡e mandated to regulate compost and

or write standards concerning composL Thesc

include tbe federal govemmenq provincial a¡r

tenitorial governments, and the Burcaudc

nonnalísatÍon du Québec (BMQ),acting on

behalf of the Standards Council of Canada

(SCC)'. TVïthin the federal goverÜIrcnt

Àgricutture and Agri-Food Ca¡radaj4!@
ulmioitt"o the Fenítkers Act that regulaæs

would help organic materials to bc regarded a

a r€source rather than a waste.

I.7 Background

fertilizers and soil suPPlements soldin C-anadt

Agriculture andAgri-Food Canada' therefore,

when it is soldeitkr as a

orasa
claims. The province.s and tenitories

regulatc the disposal and beneficial use of
wastes, and therefore, the Production and use c

In addition to the amount of waste going to

landfill, eomposting also rçturns nuEients and

organic maüer to the soil, maklng it a valuable

amendment for landscaping, horticulturs' and

agriculture. It is not suprising, then, that

ioauttry and municipalities bave implemented

large-scale composting operations

Recoenizing the likelihood of significant
gfowth of composting operations and the

potential heatth and environmental concems

.ssociatø with the use of compost' the CCME

Solid Waste lvlanagement Task Group

established a national committee to develop

guidclines for compost products. By sening

itan¿ams for the quality of compost material'

the guidelines would belP pmtcct fnr'l¡c r'ealth

andthãénvironmsnt, as well as eJSIPlLat

compost. In its role, acting on behalf of the

SCC, the BNQ establishes industry standards

for adoption by the SCC and endorses Pr-oduct

that meet their standards.

lVhen the CCME bcgan developing national

compost guidelines, different sets of standa¡ds

for severat asPects of compost exisæd among

the federal and provincial regulators' These

included standards for tracs element

concentrations and product labelling underthe

federal FertílízersAcr (AAFQ, the3'C' Wastc

Management Act: Prcdttctíon and Use of
Compost Re gulatíon, and the "lnterim
Guidtünes for the Production and Use of

arc
comPosting industry

used. The
benefit since

the guidelines
beneficial soil

would secufe

'Tlrc SC€ csoldinates voluntary industry ¡tandardization ætivitics in Canada urd reprascns Canada in thc Inæmational

orgarúzå¡ion for sta¡rdardiza¡ioo 0So). Fivc ¡tandarú'writing organlzatlors are accrÊditçd by thc SCC' onc of which is tl¡c BNQ'

withln thc scg thc BNQ is plmarily responsiblc f*-j;d.å¡"¡;l r"rtitir"tion, orgnnlc f"rril¡2"n, and soil nrpplcmcns' As srrch'

thc BNQ is tl¡e only *ar¡¿a¡*w¡¡t¡ng oAAt¡r.f¡on of tþ SCC sc¿¡tø to wf¡tc if¡dustfy staf¡d8fds forcompoct
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Aerobic Compost in Ontario". Federal and

provincial regulators, as well as the

bNql SCC, were in the process of developing

additional standards for compost safety and

qriality. In January 1993, stakeholders met in

Ottawa to discuss and evaluate the existing and

frrture compost standards, and the general

regulatory iituutioo pertaining to compost' As

a result, the parties agreed to coordinate efforts

in an atæmpt to develop compost standards that

provide a significant level of national

consistenc¡ while being flexible enough to

**t-odurc different intercsts (e'g', regional)

and issues.

It was recognized that, due to the different

mandates and objectives of the CCME, AAFC'

and BNQ, threc separate documents must be

produced. These would consist of CCME

boid"lio"t (for use by provinces and ærritories

adopting new regulations forcompost); aTrade

Memorandum describing compost standards

adopted underAAFC's Fenílízers Act, and

BNQ or SCC voluntary industry standards'

A sound and consistent approach is more bkely

to decrçase frustration and increase the level of
cr€dibility of all public agencies and standard-

setting organizations involved in this exercise'

a ensure consumer confidence through

consistent nationwide product quality

standa¡ds; and

ensure that composting develops as an

important waste/resource management

solution and an environmentally sound

industry that diverts valuable organic

materials from landfills and incineration'

a

7.2 Obiectíves

The objectives of these guidelines are to:

o protect public health and the environment

acfoss the countrY;

. encourage source separation of MSW to

produce a high quality compost product;

. piroduce compost ståndards that a¡e fairly

consistent acnoss the country, while

accommodating difrerent interests and

issues;

7.3 Scope and APPIícabíIítY

These guidelines apply to compost prodlced

from municipal solid waste (MSW) orother

fecdstock as deærmined by regulatory

agencies. They apply to compost that is sold

oi gin"o away. These guidetines do not apply to

oo-iit" composting such as residential bacþard

composting or on-farm composting of maærials

generated on-site with use of finished compost

on-site. Specific definitions and regulatory

information on on-site composting can be

obtained f'rom fhe provincial/territorial contacts

listed in theApPendix.

These guidelines do not apply to compost-

based products, e.g., potting soil mixes,

although, thè provinces may wish to apply or

modiry the guidelines for these prodpcts.

Due to the divenity of regulatory approaches

that exists in Cariad4 these guidelines apply to

the quality of compost rather than the

composting Prccess. Provinces will develop

individuat siting and operating guidelines to

accornmodate jurisdictional needs.

In response to special concerns' a province or

territory may decrease or increase the number

of parameters to be analyzed and the ftequency

of analysis based on monitoring dat4 changes

in the waste strcam or processing techniques,

effectiveness of source separation p¡ogra¡ns' or

the potential presence of toxic substances.
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Section 2

Product SafetY and ExPosure

For sale or use products must be safe.

How,ever, by the same token'safety" (or

'tisk-) is a function'of ex¡nsure. When

assessing the safety ofa producÇ exposure

must also be considered; if there is no exlnsure

there can be no *risk'. LJltimatel¡ exposure is

a function of the quantity, the inænded use, and

the users of aproducL The question then

becomes whether a product is "safe enough"

for *use as intended". It should be recognizcc

that a product may be safe for one type of use

. and user, but not ior another use iû which' the

product may be further exposed to th: public,

wateç environment' orplants in the foodcbain

These guidelines attempt o integrate the

*oopi tbat exposure is an inægral part of rist

Uy estaUUsning different grades of matcrial

tunresrictø ttt¿ t"stictt¿ gade) on tb'ebasis

of safety and qualiç
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Section 3

Compost Product Guidelines

These compost guidelines are based on the

;;u;;itg ro* Jtit"tia for product saf€ty and

luaüty: ioreign maffer, maturity' pathogens'

and trace elements.

The standards for compost quality are

;"ttãtt 
"d 

in this section' For additional

iofo*"tioo on the limits nsco¡nnended' please

refer to the *Support Document for Compost

iüt ritv elætlri tn*ion¿ Standa¡d of canada

ðÑlÉNe Mli'zffi,canadian council of

Uioirt"o õf O" Environmcnt (CCT\'ÍE)

Cui¿"tioo and Agriculture andAgd-Food

Canada (AAFC) Criterial"'

3.I Categoríes

TÞo compost caægories have been develope'd

for face el"m"nt concentrations' These

""t"goJ"t 
(A and B) are bas€d on the end use

of the compost maærial'

CategoryA- Compost tbat cq F Ttd 
in any

tppfiänôo, such as agricultural-lands'

Ëti¿"oütr gardens, nórticutturat operations' the

nurs€ry industry, and other businesses'

CaÞgory Acrit€ria for'tracs elements are

t"nJ"t¡f" using a sou¡ìce separatcd MSW

itøtto"f The race element criæria meet or

ar€ morc sUingent than thecurent CCME

ñtim soil q;aüty criæria for contaminated

sites.

Category B'This is compost that has a

resficted use. Compost may reql¡ir€ som:

*ottot when deemed necassary by a provtnce

or þnitory.

Please note that fgr a compost to meet the

unrestricted use category it must mect the

unresricrc¿ (Caægory Ã) requi¡ements for all

trace etements. If the compost fails one

criterion of the guideline for unrestricted use

but meets the criteria for restricted

iCu*goty B) use, then it is classified as a

è"t"ótyg product' hoducts that do not meet

n" 
"ä,.,t1. 

for either Category A or B must be

used or disposed of appropriately'

3.2 Tîaoe Elements

Trace elements, i.e., mercury, cactniun' lead'

r.y-b";*tt"iin the raw materials ftom which

Ãp"J products are produced' Although

some trace elements, e.$" coPPOt'

ãJiua"oum' zinc, a¡e plant micro"nutrients'

ãp"J applied to land without monitoring

trace element concentrations cotld cause

adverse effects on human health or the

environmenL

The concentrations of trace elements-in the

frnished compost (Categories A and B) and the

"*oi"tint 
uãditio* to soil (Category B) shall

ol"**¿'those levels provided in Table I as

catculaæd òn adrY weightbasis'

3.3 Foreígn Matter ín ComPost

Foreign matter in compost, also refem/ to as

io"tcî oooUioOegraOaltes, and conraries' is

-u*iuf Oat is notbiodegradabte and as such

¿"rt"s from good quality compost' As most

"ãtp"" 
fesdsiocks and products contain

iot"igt.ur,tr, thé iotlowing quality criteria are

importanr

Compost should be virtually fteeof foreign

tutt"t ttrat may cause nuisance' damage' or

iniury to humans, plants, ot TTultduring 
or

ãtoítioe from iniended use' It should contain

o" ttttf, foreign matter measuring more than

t t* in any dimension and no foreign rnatter

þaterthan 25 mm in urY dimension'
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Tbble I Concentratlons of Îbace Elements in Compost and Cumulative Thace Element

Addltions to Soil

CATEGORYA CATEGORY B

Ihace
Elementst*t

Maximum
Concenration wi¡hin
hoduct
(ng/kg dry weigüt)

Maximum Concenüation
within Pr,oductt

(ndkg dry wciebÐ

Maximum Cumulative
Additions to Soil*

(kgl¡a)

Arscnic (As)
Cadnium(Cd)
cobatr(Co)
ftomiun (Cl)
Copper(Cf¡)
Me¡cury (Hg)
Molybdcnum (Mo)
Nickcl(Ni)
Iæad (Pb)
Sclenium (Se)

Titrß(Zrù

2.8

15

4
30
ttt
tt
I
4

?6
100

370

75
n

150
r¡t
¡l¡¡

5
2ß

180
500

14

r850

t3
3
v

2r0
100

0.8
5

62
150

2

500

I\.
Tlrese conccntrations arc the cxisting standads underAgricllture and Agfi'Food Canada's Fcrtíliztn Act (r¡úc

Memoçandun, Î4-93, January 2" l99l).

Limits for copper a¡ld ct[omfum arp not csablishcd in thc FcrtitÍzpn Aa.C¡lcr¡lacd in tl¡c samc maff¡cr 8s l¡m¡ts for

thc otþr nir¡c clemerits, thc l¡m¡ts for ctronrium a¡¿coppcr wor¡ld bc: chromlum ¡= 210 kgtu and ooppcr = l5O lglb¡

t6¡' Oc n¡ax¡mrm acccptaÞlc @mulativc tracc etcmcat a¡¿¡t¡ons o ¡oit' a¡rd chmrdum = 1060 mgßg and

æp,'. =757 meßg ror ntà;iñ;r"*-øii ¡ræ clernctrt co¡rcc¡rradöns within ¡hc compoît producù Deails of

tl¡csc catq¡lations ar! m ü,";iopp.t Di*ntt nt fa the Bu¡Ëau dc norralisadon du QrÉec Stardãd and tlp Canadan

Cor¡æil of Ministcæ of thc Envi'rornrrcnt ar¡d Agrict¡lu¡rs û¡d Agri'Fbod Ca¡¡ada Guldeli¡¡cs'.

Agfkr¡to¡rc a¡¡6 Agfi-Food Canada will bcgin a conc¡ttat¡on proæï for adopdng llmirs fa duomlum and coppcr' Thc

æUB win re"cra¡¡arc ürcsc p.".nra.* ilt"" tlris proccss lscomplal Tho CCf\'fE Cornpoct Subcommiucc

t*gt¡r*t oat oe efect on licd¡ wasæ ntr*gor*nt of scuing cpcclnc ümits for coppcr has yet Ûo be dctcrmined'

Conccntrations of otlrer elernents' such as bomq manganå:e, aluminum, and iron, may eventually bc regUlated in

certain provinces to accommodate regional and r¡alionat crxroerns'.
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3,4 MaturitY of ComPost

Characæristics of mature compost include

biostabilization and humus formation'

Guidelines for compost maturity fire necessary

as immature product has the potential to cause

adverse effects on plants when applied in large

amounts.

At present, no single test of compost maturity

is Ëtiabte and sufücientby itself, therefore' the

use of more than one test is recommended' The

compost shall conform to one of the following:

1. T\ro of the following three test

requirements shall be met:

a) Tìesting for the ratio of carbon and

niuogén, which mustbe: C/N < 25

b) OxYgen uPtake, which shall be:

< 150 mg Ozlkg organic matter

(volatile solids) Per hour

c) The germination of cress(Lepídíun

satívwn) seeds and radish (Raphanus

satívw) seeds in comPost sball be

greater than a value conesponding to at

leastg}%of the germination rate of the

control sample, and plant growth rate of

the compost-soil mix shall not be less

than 50% in comparison to plant growtù

of the conrol samPle'

3.5 Pafhogens ín ComPost

As pathogenic organisms may be nrylnt in the

.o.pottit"¿tto"t' the compost itself may also

,oottio pathogenic organisms and, as a resulÇ

may pose health risks. To adequately reduce

tnese ne¿O risks, the compost shall conform to

the criteria outlined in either a) or b) depending

on the feedstock source.

a). 'When a compost does not contain feedstock

high in human pathogens, the following

criteria shall be met:

OR

4. If no other determination of maturity is

made, then the compost must be cured for a

six-month period.The state of the curing

pile must be conducive to aerobic

üiotogical activity. The curing stage begins

when the pathogen reduction process is

complete and the compost no longer reheats

to thermoPhilic temPeratures'

1. The comPost sball undergo the

following treatment or other process

recognized as equivalent by the relevant

province or tenitorY.

Using the in-vessel comPosting

method, the material shall be

maintained at operating conditions of
55o C or greater for three daYs'

Using the windrcw comPosting

method, the material shall attain a

temperature of 55" C or greater for at

teasi tS days during the composting

period. .Also, during the high

i"*p"*tutt period, the windrow shall

be turned at least five times.

¡
(..

OR

2. The compost must be cured for a minimum

of 21 days and the compost will not reheat

upon standing to greater than 20" C above

ambient temPerature'

OR

3. The compost must be cured for a minimum

of 21 days and the reduction of organic

matter must be > 60Vo bY weight'
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t Using the aerated statlc Plle
composttng method, the maærial will
be na¡ntained at operating conditions of
55" C or gf€ater for three daYs. The
preferable practice is to cover the pile
with an insulating layer of material'
such as cured compost or wood chiPs,

to ensutp that all areas of the feed

material are exposed to the required
tempe¡ah¡r€.

OR

2. Organisms shall meet the following:

fecal coliforms <1000 most probable

number(MPN/g of total solids
calcularcd on a dry weight basis,

ANI)

Salmon¿lla sp. 4 MPN/4g total solids

calculaæd on a dry weight basis

Note: fecal coliforms are good

indicators of pathogenic bacæria

b). TVhen compost contains feedstock high in
human pathogens, the following criæria
shall be meu

1. Undergo a Eeatment (described in a) or
other proc€ss recognized as equivalent

by the relevant province or territory.

AND

2" Organisms shall meet the following:

fecal coliforms <1000 MPN/g of total

solids calculated on a dry weight basis,

OR

Salmonella sp. <3 MPN/4g total solids

calculaæd on a dry weight basis

9.6 Orgøníc Contamínønß ín
ComPost

Organic chemicals enterwasiè streams from ¿

variety of indusrial and domestic sources'

While nany degrade orvolatilize during wast

collection, Eeatment (includes composting) a
storage, some of these organic chemicals

p"nitt However, the risk of contanination b.

õrganic compounds is negligible in the majori

of composts,Q.E,leaf and yard wasæ compos

nt *"t1, the lack of information about the

pr€sence of organii contaminants in othcr tyg
of compost Prpvents the inclusion of any

requirements in a national guideline. The

provincedtenitories and federal government

can establish specific requirements for organi<

contaminants based on feedstock souroe' e'9.'

some indusrial sludges. For specific example

in each province, contact the organizations

lisæd in theAppendix

More information is required about organic

conta¡ninants in Canadian comPost' and

existing data must be compiled, rpviewe{ and

evaluarc4 with particular focus on dioxins,

furans, and pestiiides.

?.:
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Section 4

sampling and analytical Methods for Testing compost Quality

CAN/BNQ M13-21G'M95 - Amendements

organiques - Détermination du taux

d'assimilation d'oxygène - Méthode

respirométrique (Organic Soil Conditioners -

Determination of OxYgen UPtake -

Respirometric Method)

The following documents can be used as a

basis for sampling and anat¡ical test methods

CAN/BNQ 0413-20OM95 - Amendement

organiques - Composts (Organic Soil

Conditioners - ComPost)

CAN/BNQ 0413-2lGM95 - Amendements

organiques - Détermination de la teneur en

corps átangers - Méthode granulométrique

(Organic Sóil Conditioners -Determination of
Foreigp Matter Content - Sieving Method)

These are available at the Bureau de

normalisation du Québec,70 Dalhousie Sreet'

Suite 220, Quebec, Quebec, GIK4B2,
a (418) &+5ll4or l-80G38G5114'

Ê (418) &ç33ts
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AC (Agriculture Canada),'Metal
Concentrations in Processed Sewage and

By-products", Ttade memorandum T-4-

93, Ottawa, Ontario, P.3 (January 2'

1991).
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BC (British Columbia),'Vaste Management

Acü Production and Use of ComPost

Regulatiod', Bdtish Columbia
negulation 334t93,p. 15 (November 19,

t9e3).

CCME (Canadian Council of Ministers of the

Environment), 
*Interim Ganadian

Environmental Quatity Criþria for

Contaminated Sites", RePort CCME

EPC-CS34 (SePtember' I 99 1)'

OMEE (Ontario Ministry of Environment and

Energy), *Interim Guidelines for the

Production and Use of Aerobic Compost

in Ontario", Toronto, Ontario (Novembc

1991).

'support Documpnt for Compost Quality
- -Criæria 

[National Standard of Canada

cAl.I/BÑQ C/.tg-200, Canadian Councii

of Minisærs of theEnvironment (CCndE

Guidelines and Agriculturc and Agri-
Food Canada (AAFC) Criteria]", Final

Version (Ma¡ch 1996).
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Provincial, Territorial, and Federal contacts

Province/IbrritoryÆederal Organization

Atb€rts The Action on Waste Division

Alberta Environmental Proæction

1401, Standard Life Centre

10405 JasperAvenue
Edmonton, Alberta
T5I3N4

Telephone/Tax

8 (¿og) 422-8466

E (403) 4n-ße4

8 (õ04) 387ffi3
E¡ (604) is6-ee74

I (otg) 952-8ooo

ili (ots) e92-szt9

8 eM) 94s-8443

El (zo+) 94s-t2tt

8 (so6) 4s74ug
trl (soe) 4s7-780s

'E (zæ) 7ze-?ss6
El (zos) 729-t930

8 (¿or) s73-76s4
fll (¿os) s73-022t

{

Brit¡sh
Columbia

Federal
Govemment

Manitoba

New Bn¡nswick

Newfoundland

Northwest
Ibrritor¡es

Municipal Waste Reduction Branch

Ministry of the EnvironrncnÇ

Larids and Parks

777 Broughton Street

Victoriq British Columbia
v8v 1x5

Fertilizer Section, Plant hoducts Division

Agriculture and Agd-Food Canada

59 Carnelot Drive, 3rd Flooc East

Ottawa, Ontario KIA 0Y9

Pollution Prevention Division

Departnent of Environmcnt

139 Ti¡xedoAvenue, Building 2

Winnipeg, Manitoba R3N 0H6

SolidWasæ and RecYcling Section

New Brunswick Departnrent of tl¡e

Environment
364 Argyle Str€ot, I st Floor, Box 6000

Fredericton, New Brunswick
E3B 5H1

Environmental Management Division,

Departnent of Environment

Confederation Building
West Block
P.O. Box 8700
SL fohn's, Newfoundland AIB 4J6

Environmental hotection Division

Department of Renewable Resources

Government of Northwest Tbrritories

600, 5lO2-50 Avenue

Yellowknife, l{U¡f XIA 3SB



'ì, Québec

Saskatctrewan

Yukon

IT

Resor¡rce Management &
Pollution Control Division

Dcparünent of the Environ¡nent

5151 Tþrminal Road, 5th Floor

P.O. Box 2107
Halifax, Nova Scotia
B3T3B7

hogram ImPlementation Section

Waste Reduction Office
Ontario Ministry of the Environment

and Energy
40 Sr ClairAvenue West, 7th Floor

Toronto, Ontario
M4V llvf2

Wasæ Managenrcnt Section

Environmental Proæction Division

PEI Enviroqmental Resources

11 IGnt Str€et,4th Floor, Box 2000

Cha¡lottetown, Prince Edward Island

ctA 7N8

Ministère de I'Environnement et

de la Faune

Service de I'assainissement agricole

et des activités de compostage

2360, chemin Ste:FoY, ?n êtølge

Sainte-Foy (Québec)

GtY 4W2

Municipal Unit
Sandards urd ApProvals Section

Municipal Branch
Saskarchewan Environ¡nent and

Resource Management
3211 Albert Street
Reg.a, Saskatchewan
s4s 5w6

Environmental Protection and

Assessment Branch

Department of Renewable Resources

Govemment of Yukon
l0 Burns Sreet, Box27O3
Whitehorse, Yukon
YIA 2C6

8 (9t2) 42+2387
E tw¿> 4?*oso3

8 (¿to) 3?s 4440

El (¿to) 32s¡ø;37

8 (9û2) 3æ-sv29
Ê (wz) 368-5830

8 (¿ts) røp-.6s88

El (¿tg) sa3-ß3s

8 (306) 787¿6200

E¡ (306) 7s7-s623

8 (¿or) 667-ser,3

ll¡ (403) 66747n

Nova Scotla

Ontario

Prince Edward
IsIand

(



APPENDIX D

Quick Service Restaurant Council Source Separation Program



Quick Êervice Restat¡rant Couasil

Tbe Quick Serrrice Restaurâ¡lt Council (QSRC)' l seqÐr council of the

Qa¡narlien Reetaurart and E oodeervices''48*ociation (Cn'F A) is delighted

á ¡"¡TrcORCAN in welømirg 
'uu 

to r.he official opening.

QSRC bae worked' with CORCA}I to desiq1 a prograu to compost

o¿gari"" fto- *" 80 testar¡¡ants itl tås k¡ggton arêa' A fir't of ite

trind i¡ NoÉthAnericâ" this gor¡rls seBarationprÛgmm has allowed

;tkî*ää;""þ;*"tt to divêfr Oit to¿ paper waste ftom landfflt

Org*i. waÊte ¡ep¡esents or¡er ?0% of tåe restat¡rart wasb etrcam'

CORCAhI qnd ths City of Ki¡esüon shouldbe proud Stå"b lead' role in

;"húürbt"g tbs infrastrgctr¡¡e to compost comnercial &od waste'

Ths coRCAlI compostíng åcility has developed uew community

;*b";;hú" bgt.;å; tocál restat*ants, lo*"lwae're haulers, Laidlaw

äo¿ e*æ ottpo"d and mrrnicipal govemnent'

please ioinus to celebrate ttris outstandil¡g initratirrc which

demonsfiatee that stskehol¿erÊ irt¡s coúnulity are thinking locåIly

ânal astÍng elobally.

pride i't¡eif commrmity ÍÊ the l?ssorthat crmBæíøre infood
'' i*a,."C,0"t"* become par"lrere in wa'ste reðuæion'

Quíck SenrÍce Rsstaurant C{tuncit
916 Bdor Street West. Toronto' Ontario' M6g rWõ



Restamsnt f¡¿sfry IlvEsF in Co¡nnwting

Bad¡rormd:

tho Quick Serr¡ice Rcstmrüt Council, or QSRC, w¡¡ furr¡rcd in-1991 by çick señ¡ice

rËstaurâut compâûiÊs ald cr4'plien ûo thc hdustry with tho maldatç to ñeet or exce€d

wasts ftduc*ion goals esEblished by fudenl ard Frûvincial govemmertr. T!9 QSRC i8

a sector council of tne Crnadan nèstaurant and Foodserviccs A¡sociation (CRFA).

giltild.vo.pseûrch uøertatcn.byQ$C in 198¿ rutreatad ihafffifr aÍ urastê fr_our oú¡e
oeçyicg¡estaurarts is orpûio (FâSer !trd food). ArüÊd sith th¡s itrmÀtiotr QSRC hss

irËr6d coruidcrabltr rcsotræs to kvçsftate úe frarihility dcompos$ry. Oue of lt¡
rccÊú fttlüntir¡es is tûê K¡rgpton got¡tw !€0âraüm ntlot gojece

I Lar¡IlchËd in Ng\¡€mber 1994, úif Qstrlc ¡triünfivÞ was t 4.nonth pilot
cor¡fosdry fffijÊcf in the City of ßIqgcton

r Itr coq'uncion wiü Cæctio¡¡t Scrtrice Csr¡dÀ (COReÁI\t) f,{.fu locst rl¡strs

hanlc,i, QSRC dc\¡oloped & ¡gt¡fÉ ¡epafm ptogrü füE ?A qgicü sa.vicÊ

restilt?sts in Kingston.

* eg1CdevelopedÉcpnqgram, borg[t4recíatiædaçipment,rodrrccdimpsrtaff
iifotm¡tion maÞdåtr üd prardded oûndrrc t¡ddrgltr Gûlh rlet¡u¡¡¡L

Remlts¡

+ l,¡ tho*orctu¡ion of úÊ fw moú pillø compogiqg Froicct' úç74 ryery-ir 
¡giÅi;" divered"-alno¡t.a ti¿ (gO%) o'f ¡hcúrwastÞ ftom Éo loctl lâ¡dEll

jb.-õ¡E ¡¡" wasrÊ ir ¡rcrw bdng gçú-to a ðeutraliæd eomBosüng fadlity qFerafËd

by C()RCASI-

+ Incddition to aigdficaútly dfuËrËng údr wsstË ftrs6 ln¡dfiIl, thesc composring

pi"t*.t. f¡we atio reporeå - et nùo 86v¡nga of 25ñ ontheirwusb bauling fues'

Í.utrrelhgilo'n;

+ Dr¡s to Éo ¡ucoess of üe pitot compæfi¡S trojcct, ts program has becn oÍËtrdcd'

* Thur uc iryortant +¡estiotrs tb¡t rdlL Ëust bs add¡ossed bcfors tit^g$t t f"
bc Grç."dÊdî"cf*Oing cost assessmcrits in eaú jluiÊdicdon and idedi$ing other

spproerisfe centmt¡zed çoupo$in$ ftdltfies.
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rt AIrv fËståur8Ít wishins to find out mo¡e Ebout ftis pfogrÂm should contact Aruþ

roÉtowul¡ ât CRFA (+tO) g23-8416 or 1-E0G'387-5649'

CRFA is the largest hospiality associãtion in ca¡adr rcpresenüng 11,700 c'orPora'tË

;;;i.o;"*ttT"g ;;Å flr* 35,000 o¡tlcts. CRFA mcmbers include r.staurâ¡ts'

qutck rcrvice establiÊhmene, hotele, cefEf€,tff lnstiü¡tions, cducatorg And foodservicë

sr¡l4¡lierts-

Canad¡,s S2? biüion foOdservics industry ernpfoys more than 66?,000 Canadiane'



QUICK SERVICE RESTAURANT COUNÇIL

Partners in
Waste Reduction

PLEASË SEPARATE THË FOLLOWING ITEMS

Elo not include metal, glass or plastic'

RED UCE. .. REUSE. .. RECYCLE!

ffi
rEEÑtffrñ|¡r

ffi
IEITI@reEffi

l¡TEËre|tr

ilEl¡t¡n¡EmlIEñ¡ffi

rdEHsrilfElEIffiT@

tr

ffi
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Ëow ttre Proerän \ryorks

Iu the Kttchen

Staffin your.kirchen will s+parate cnmpostable materials from non.compostable materials in the

kifchen area.

Composuble materials are to be separated furto the special hrown bins - each bin must have a

clesr-pla.stic liner bag.

r Imlnrtant - cl,ear plastic bags g¡¡! Þ" qscd - thcy are required for quality control so thaf we

cari rOørUf-y materiats at thdcompost¡ng gte: .' , . 
..

r .Plâce the brown birts olose to whcre thç organic.mate¡iat iS gpflêratcd such as the prtparatiorr

ùea, grill ar€{ or distrwaslrer - movc tftem amund if nece$sâry'

I Fu¡ bags of comportabtc magials'arç ûo bê h.km m the special container in your corral or

pa¡fÍng 1or, ; rftis contal¡er witl be effpüed bT.yoyt YtustË haulef and taken t0 C6can-

r At Corcan¡ dre material wtll bç debagged and put thmugh the composting procêss.

rThe end product of this procirs" will then be u¡ed to help,ftrtiüze soils in thc Kingston arEa

In the Dirrine Areâ

Notc: lhß.applics onlt lf your restøwcu.ú ¿ircs itotäave woste reæp\øcles&t cttsWmc$ and wes

peoplc.w d¿ar nþl¿¡l :':
r . If },our restaurarit uses isøtr pcople to clear tao-læ and dispose of-garüage -:then theso people can

ãtso scpãråte material for composting. '

placc tlre çeËiel browri conuainer widtr clear liner bag at the tray clearring arm. - employees will
sepúate compostabte froP non cbmfståÞte matsf,ial.

Ilr the future we *ill expair4 the program ui inotude bustomer @a-tion pfogftIms in specific

resteura¡¡ts - but for no$t it is only for cmployees.

t

t



Hlnts for Succebs

AII waste diversion prograûls a¡e based upon common sense. Nobody wakes up in the morning and

says, ''Wow, what a b€audful day, I think I'll.go out and pollute". 'Feoplc want to do the right thing.

ït¡hen uaining people for 3 R's ptçgroms (reduce, reuse and rccycle) we like to tullow the

'3.8 s - Educate, Encourage and Empower

Educate - inform stsff of all aspocts of the program, what they are doing, what materials to

s€paratË, wherç materi¡l is going and the benefrts of waste diVenion.

Ericourage L. regular monitoring urrd rerninders will cncorrrage $t"{ ttrat they are doirrg the right
thing - ciect tl¡i hlns, if you csme acñs some contamination, pull it out, if you,lcrow who put

it in there, $yare.anU €$couËgÊ úem to do bittcr.

E¡nparmr ' By mching cmployeec the bsreñts of tho prngrem 
-and 

the propq uåy to $Pa¡ate

E"Ërials you are e¡npowcrine ürcrn to op€ûatô tlre prognrn themselves ' thcn ercrybody is

trylng to divst 
"" 

muctr m¡reaial'as poslble wttl¡ zerc coflhminafion

' Ftease r"*rforfo these lcei Polnts

'i

çO.¡ITå,IVÍINATION :3 E s - conhmi¡aüon is üre single biggest icsuc uåeo s€Paratíng

;ùt*tbl for composting - nnke suIE ev€ryonc ls paopcrfy'tratned end empowe¡ed and iS

sßpal3ting the pro¡rr oonrpostable mat€rials.

Sk¡¡il¡iug - ir is good håbit h occaslonally took lnûo üre brown composüng bins þ makc

sr¡rc thCre arc uo Conn¡rd¡¡anF - if yOu ÉÊe somË pull thaur out, if lmu ImOw trfio pttt

them therc, rilucare and encoumge thern.

3) Do not let rhe baÊÉ get too ftll bdorc ernptying - composlable materiels arc hcavy.

T[lheu tn doubt" dt¡tw tt oug' If you alo not suß about somedring ask I manâgpf or

ürcw it in úrc garüage

CoNTAMINAÍION - mntaminans sush as plastics or glass G8¡r causê problems at the

composting faoil¡ty - too much contaminadon will ¡esult in an extra chargc - your staff

-usõ sc'pæaæ the matcrials properly.

r)

2'

4'

Ð



QSRC - KINGSTON COMPOSTING PROJECT

UnaccePtable Materialsxy' Acceptable Mal;erials

polyethylene film
rigid plastic containers

coffee Pouches
polystyrene foam

plastrc cutlerY/staws
ptastic condiment Packages

f{othe.r Materials

glass
metal cfils or foil
tçta pack ärink boxes

laminated packagi¡te
diapers
ferqinine hygiene Products
cloth/textiles
painted or treated,wood

t(¡rnv rype qf Plasticy'Food Waste

fruits
vegerables
dairy products
meat (including bortes and fat)

coffec grourtds and frlters
egg shells
b¡ead a¡td bakery Products
small amounts of grcase

grease'filters

/ecPcr@
food contaminated Pa¡ær
papcr towellPaPer naPkins

rìewqpaper/ nìâgazí nes

takqout bagg and traYs

tray liners
wax cups and Plate.s
box board (e.g. cereal box)

dQúer V"te¡elg

office paper
grass cliPPirtgs/leaves
plants
wrapping Paper

y'Speciut Materials

small amounts of comrgated ca::dboard and

wax coated ca¡dboa¡d can bc cc'mposted if they

are bundled separately (not in bags)



APPENDIX E

On-site mid-scale comPosting



WRIGHT ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT INc:

o

EOõO YOXOE 6TREET

REEEruED

.jAN 1 3 1998

rHË FORKS NORTH
2ORTAGE PAHTNERSHIP

DærMr.WàIlace,

Hffi ffi #iffiffi 6åî,ffi-*dËffi î,"çî# Ëñäöffi "t 
li" 

".íy 
ao"rpc"u of Ére corrposting'

Pfoaess.

ffi*ffiå
ma¡ket . *,u,^it *.iã*i.ä "ii 

pty reqyircåatraçhm€nt b power and waÞr

tffi..-.ru-v;;Ë.*ã*iþä.í tr dcoepthundreds of potmds to hundf€ds of

tsrs oiwaeE in a corrtÍnuo¡¡¡ load'

Inaddition to being able to compoot üre entire food andg]¡{dgg waste 8tsefim8,

;,ä;dtd*d-*Ë,;."ã'-e"ñ'p-o"r9l'f ffi'g51"ffim*if H*
ottrer ttn;te amendmente zudr as ahrcdde
sh¡edded ptp"t to*ätäÃ' yt"¿ *""æ and wood drlpe ca¡t be added b
províde calbõn and i¡rcrease porosity'

|antrary 9,7997

to î:i.î,Tit",tå:T?l:?::::Tll1"'::"å::î:'':1'L*"
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Andrew, our technologT is environmentalty rrien$r, tllþ *i+ efficierrt to

"oãæ 
ur¿.r¡o".alt ciËt effective. Consultafte from throtrghout North

Ãffiic" *¿ Burope, rvtro have bben mandated to exarrtüte cun€stt-oTgaryt g

i"¿,*foõ, t 
"o"'Aae¿ 

ürat they have notbem able o-6nd anyhing tike tt 
-

'.ffiouänlli*rcfot at'tre On6rio Scienæ Cerrter we. havg rytd f? 6JEFq8 tor

N".ü.-Aq,"ri." *ig.oru oe¿ tn8elfast &elânc.- This ts trulyteading edç
deNlpHW COnrpOSrn ¡C rçCrn ¡OrOCvt

If vouwould tike anyadditiørali¡rformatíono.rif youwould liketoirupectany

"e'o* 
f..lti6o, two'uldbehappy to mâke thinecessary arrqngementÊ.

It woutd be a pleasure to ttear Êrom you'

Your:s tnrlY, -:
üñ[c¡rr:Énrvrnol\.Mr$ttåttvre¡¡lesn'rßI'fr nüc
zæ l-

I
BdwardS.BoYd

ffiii"ffiffi FÆc l4offiBt*Bu---r----; c*t 
"rt-"te" 

shof.rn rcf,ect our emall range of composters

,Quóæs fot larger capacídea anailable upon r€quest
Leasing o'PÉons available t¡Pon rcquest



* Key degign features which grake the-I4{EMI rn'Vessel€omPosdng 6y'stem

@e'rtend ibovp ell c.'etBfftctíoet

) PloventechnglogY
) CogtBffective
i coiptetelv enclose4 hence full odor conhol
i õtr;"".å lo"alr,g(alo", le not a etadc bor It canbe loaded

erverydayJ
) AutomsticUnloading
i Àoto."A" nI¡¡¡rgü¿ addltíon of watedeseeÊel
i ö;"¡" o.a of it exl¡ust a¡ lnryeceel fo¡ healt¡ &. eafety and

contalnm¡tet of globaf w.armtngga9-eo 
-I n""iltf."-.oen 

"ot"poeting 
attowing a limÍted retention fine

i -¿"ã 
Leacfr¡e-dtÉch¡rgp, no g¡ound water contamín'rtion

í õ"phi"dt"d coatei"áet-t 
"n¿ 

t¡eatment of gll conPosting erúaust

atr-
) Stafrúeee Steel tnterÍor.Bnsu¡es mínim^at m¡tnte¡rançe aird tong teør' llf" 

"*o".t"t 
.v (20 to 30 Yea¡s)

I eff. tå compóst aU of tlie orgnnfcs-' lnduline Pfofo$d!
i Abi; õ i""oi"-oa"t" etgddca¡t f,rrctuadons tn dally ¡6gdetock

i it"";;¡;p"ratioo oe veeãel th¡ough autoiuadc m¡terial æd tray f,oor

t îÍ;ämä:tnrcrío& therefore egse of oqranslon for addldon¡l
capadtiee. Very em¡tl fo?tprinf+eq{r€d' 

-

) Mafnte¡rånce of offite""te above 15%. Ou¡B te a4¡e¡oÞlc
compoedng Process

I ffoCbnftvin-cont¡ol vl¡ m¡nuat ediustmente ln water addlÉon tates
' 

"iä-J"îíry-ti"-ñ"taairy 
and tenpóratu:e levels

) ï,;;;;i-'il*eel addiÉon of mãtetu¡e - b matntatn opdnrun levele
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WRIGHT'S FULLY ENCLOSED FLOW-THROUGH
IN-VESSEL COMPOSTER

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION ¡

The fully englosed ftow-through vessel can transfofln any t)?e of oqganic waste
includinå Feats, 6stt, dairy products, ûrrits and vegetablee, cooked food and papa
wastes lñto asoíl-tike maerial tnaü4-?ß dayretendon q)aru Temperaturee, oxygerr"

moieture ánd odours are controlled by an automated. system wídrin the vessel for
optiinal microtial actívitY.

With a minimurt of moving parts and the'use of conosion resistant stainlees steel the

E¡stem can bd maintained on low energlf, labou¡ and maintenance costs.

The following describes the r¡nit located at the Ontario Science C"$" whicfr.presently

f.rtal"s food"waste from seven provincial govenìment facilíties. However depending

on the needs of the waste generators, the unit can be deeigned as en on-eite or central

"o-porütg 
facility in uÉan and rural areas ranging from 100 b/day up to 100s of

bru/day.

. sourctrepa¡ated food wasæ is coltected it qq"t roll-oüt carüs and is delivered

to the Sciãnce Cent¡e composting operation 3 days per week
. food wa6te and amendment is loaded into a drag drain mixer in appropriate

proportions bY a hYdraulic lift
o an appropriate ratio of food waste to amendment was detennined as 21 by

"reíåit 
oi a volume ratio of 1:1.

. u 
"*iuty 

of amendmene canbeen used such-as wood_chi¡s, regular o$ *.Tfl
;*tg.'t"d cafdboard, blue prine,-paper sludge, gtc. Rubber tire crumb whidt is
*u¿ íot porosity combined with sti¡,e¿ae¿ paþ9r lras tested ae a possíble

"men 
diJett fof ttre Ministry of Environment & Enerry' .

. the drag chain mixer hås? oppog€d,-two speedaugegs._whicþ break upthe food

waste iñto a more suitable eize for decomposition' when the mixing ie

*Ãpt"t" a disctrarge gate is manually openedand the infeed material is :

áir"ñ"tg" d,by 2ou[etË to a cbnveyoirysç^.- t¡" cgnvelor moves the food

waste õ the iop of ihe vessel wheie a hydraulic loading door is opened to accept

the new toad of food.

9050 loNcf: sTRtifÌr, sulTli 300, Rlcf lMoNl) Hf 1.1.. oNT^f(fo. c^N^l),\ l.4c 9s{' TEl.: (c{15) 681-195(l f:¿\X: (9(15} tltll'2334



. the mixer is equipped with a balance beam scale for accurate food waste and

amendment *iiÉtiit g. This allows the operator to judge the characteristics of
the batch and reõordlood waste and amendment weights

. the Wright Environmental composting vessel is a fully enclosed tunnel with a

corrosioã resistant stainless steel interior; air supply plenums and duct work
and insulated wall Panels.

o the unit located at the ontario science centre is 43'L x 7'W x 10'H

. equipped with 3 forced air supply fans, recirculating air 
-4.t"tit 

g, 2 sets of

"pit 
itått, hydraulic ram and èxhaust ducting to the biofilter

. the vessel consists of 3 zones:

Loading Zone
o tbadins and off-loadíng h"ppen concurrently thus creating a void at the loading

ä¿ øía ner1,rt perÍorated sæãl tray to be inserted

o the nerr¡ly mixed waste falls tluough the loading door where it piles up on the

traybaheightof 6toB fu.

Zone !
. the material travels tluough Tnne 7 for 6 days with temperatures of 55oC or

greater for a minimum of 3 daYs.

. ó * ttnt terperatures do not get so high 
"s 

to be deeimerrtal to microbial

actívitv - temperatures are monítonú in eaú zone by an automad graPhic/

¿",["ty"tu*'artd printing module. Ihe controller Ínteryre-ts the signals from 6

lfc 19*É Þt.gbo *fücn reÉy the temperature from within the compoo"ting 
-

;;æriJ.'E 
"L 

probe tus ítúgh and low atarm tempgatnre setpoint which is

tink"d to the appropriaæ supityftn for each zpne. When a temperature probe

measures a teñþeräture higfier-than F" tú+ +1m TÞ".Tt lory dçgrf
,*rir.¿or.r is ur"-.--t'tained) the-deeignated suPÈly air fan is activated and air cools

the m¡ss temperatureão*o- Vihen the temþerature is below seþoint the

supply aÍr fan is disengaged

Zone 2 '

o as the mass movea frotr Zone 1 to Zone 2 the material ie cross-mixed through a

ããi"pit*"rs. At'this tidre, a fine spray of watef is added to maintaín PfoPer
moiehrre levels.

. for optimal microbial activity, moisture levels for infeed must be maintained

üãtt"ä* SS.z, arrd,61,fo moisú;re. Ae some moish¡re is loet during the.

ãecomposition stagã du¡r-tg 7onel,$:^:p1ay of water a{a$,at the mixers will
brins the moish¡¡e-levels b-ack up to 55%. Moisturc levels in Zone 2 are

ä;t"i."d 
"iSO-SSø 

and then in Zone 3 this drops to approximateLy 48o/".

. the material travels through Tnnelfor 15 days with temPeraturcs maintained

at 51.6"C (125"F) for optimal biodegradation



Zone 3 (applicable in Models larger than WEMI 2000)

. as the material moves from Zone 2 to Zone 3 the material is cross mixed again
by a set of sPinners.

. the material travels through Zone 3 for 7 days with temperatures maintained at

51..6"C (125"F).

¡ at the end of the 28 day process, a set of augers moves the mass to a chute which
off-toads to a conveyor belt to a shaker screen which screens the material to L/8
and l/4" sizes'

. after 28 days the material will be significantly stabilized so that curing time is
reduced.

¡ finished compost from the Ontario Science Centre is used by Metro Parks on
'lawns and gardens.

.Orygen
.loxygpn is controlled by É,u automad ait zupply control s,'stem whidr oPemtes

dre óupply fans.

.'oxygpfi in the vessel has been mâintained coruistently a!llYot Heat and

^óiËttr"" 
in fte vessel is rediSüibuted from the toP to the bottom of the

comoostins måss. The exhat¡st fa¡r runs at half sPeed continuously with at

m,.å Z ot-^o* fans on at high speed depending on what is taking place in the

mas6.

Biofilter
o is an ercternål biofilter whidt is 19'x19'x3T{

o sits on a gravel bed and ís a mixture of crushed lfunestone, gravel, mrrshroom

compoot and wood chiPs.

. the exhaust air from the compost vessel is purnped through a-series of pipes

*¿o tL" Êler. The biofitæi mass eliminates odours as it o<har¡sts to the operr

air.

OdourTeete
. in Bebrrrarv L994 apiivate environ¡nental consulting fi¡::m was retained to

perform oáour æetiñS on the biofilter at the Ontario Science Centre.

¡ tests were cOnducæd On f1vq coruecutive days and no measunble odour was

detected in both the actual and woret ca6€ sc€nado o<amples'

o extraust from the biofïlter was captured in a tube and the odour tests Werc

conducted using a panel of human noses'

. although the unit at the Ontario Science Centre'is enclosed for the convenience

òi,ri"itäo, these vessets can be located outside requiring on{ the

mixing/loading area to be enclosed if thi6 is a requirement of the user.



Unique Characteristics
This invessel composter is able to handle high concentrations of meat, fish, dairy
products and cooked foods in addition to the regular leafy products. Due to the design
ànd automation of the system, a high-rate composting Process occurs.

Technical Data
The Wright in-vessel composter can be designed for on-site and central composting
facilities requiring very little land space. Each unit is designed to meet the client's
requirements. Standard requirements for the vessel would be electrical and water
noåt-up and discharge line tô a sanitary sewer. However, the client has the option to
chooseã leâchate recirculating system contained within the unit. Units ranging from
L7'lbs/day up to 2,000hbs/day wou$EYg *let requiremenF of 15 d/ùy up to 6.0

gal/day ari¿ etectricat requirement of 16.75'kw/day up to 3820 kw/day.

Ffuuncing
Þf"t ñteß and fuIl*cale facilities can be obtained on a purchase, lease.to-own, lease

or cost+haring arrangements

Ex¡reriences to Date
Siri:e Ure opening oiUlu O6C, additional units of varylng siz.es 300lbs - 100 tons/day
for on-site 

- and ce¡rtral compostíng facilities have bee¡t implemented or are ín
negotiation stages .with tÃe following: _Provincial, ..Fdgul and - Municipal
Go:vern*er,ts across Canada; US Air Force Bases; Canadian Forces; Private sector

companíes for central facilities acnoss canada and the us; ald Europe.

Literature Referencee
Composting Cor¡¡tcil of Canada, Commnniqué'luly 1995

US Afu Force, Wright Tirnes, firne 16,199-5
Nelson Ca¡rada, Gi.9 Science Telctbóok, Canadian Science & Invention, Pg. 198

Globe & Nfail Insert, February 17,t995
Global News, lanuary 10, 1995
CBC Brrsiness News, fanuary 1995

Tóronto Star, fanuary 3,1995
BioCycle, US. Publication, December 1994

City TV, October 1994
BioCycle, US. Publication, June 1994

TVO -.Waste Not, 1993
Globe & Mail December 1993
The Financial Post - October 1993

Resource Recycling Magazine, U.S. - September 1993

News, August 1993 :

Market
ðO^po"t, depending on the application of the end user, can be used as a mulch or soil
conditioner.' Mateáal cur"d ãnd managed for an additional 24 weeks is then a

replacement for peat moss and potting soil.



(1ffi1l:ì"t;,tti*'.

Composter eanadian

Leasing and finarrcing available upon requeet'

Prtdns and sneci6catioru eublect to chånge without notice

nices-r¡e üelcd tn C¡nadianDoll¡¡o, M¡¡ch 14. 1997

905{t loi{G:ESTREBI' st,ITts 9OO, RICFIMOND Hlflr o!\mARIO,CáÀIADA IIC 9Só TEtj (905)EE1-39s0 FAx: (905)68r'æ3{



kffi*l'å,u;m*.

WRIGHT BNVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT

Optional Pricing

) MDGR

I 'U.rrgB'D COMBYOR ./ SS.

) oLI"TFEEDCONTVEYOR.

) BUCKET LIFTER

) 9I{AKry.s,qEEI\t

) 64 GALTON SCHAEFER BINS ( OÉC MODEL)

) ROUGH NECK CONTAINERS
g6L (Dimensionsz 24" X 16' X 83/4"tf)

) POWER WASHER

) LEACr-IATE RECYCLING

) SHREDDER

All Prices in Canadian Dollars
Pricing Subiect to Change without Notice:
Applicable Ta:<es Extra.

ÌvÍay23/97

$ 15,000.

$ 10"500.

$ 6,000.

$ u,000.

$ 15,000.

$ 100.

$ 20.

$

$

$

600.

3"500.

TBA

9O5O IOÀICE gÍREEl SJITE 3OO. RICHMOND HIU- oNtrARIO, CâNADA IztC 95ó TEI: (905) 881-3950 FAx: (905) 881-2334
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